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Biographical Note
Colin Blake Berckelman (1907-1965) was an Australian bibliophile, author, amateur photographer, and collector of material primarily related to books, bookplates, and printing material, particularly Australiana. Born in Bondi, Sydney on 1 May 1907 to Lewis John Berckelman and Emma Lillian Berckelman (née Blake), he attended Sydney Grammar School, and entered the cadet force at the age of 14. By 1925, at the age of 18, he had entered the Australian Citizen Militia. In later life, his employment as the New South Wales and Northern Territory agent for Jackson’s, Locksmiths of Tasmania and numerous other business interests accorded him significant leisure time for the indulgence of his interests. Consequently, he frequented various booksellers across Sydney, amassing his own collection and forming connections with other new and established bibliophiles. Notably, he was a founding member of the Book Collectors’ Society of Australia, acting as secretary and treasurer from its establishment in 1944 to his death in 1965, in addition to participating in numerous other societies and associations, many of which related to the collecting of books and bookplates. One such organisation was the Friends of the University of Sydney Library, with his wife ‘Jo’ (Allison Evelyn Anne Pritchard, married 19 December, 1952) also being a university employee.

Following Colin Berckelman’s death on 22 April 1965, Jo Berckelman arranged for the Fisher Library to acquire a large proportion of his collection, partially addressing concerns raised by Berckelman himself that the library owned relatively little material relating to Australia. The purchase was
completed between 1966-7, encouraged by acquaintances of Berckelman’s and with assistance from the Friends of the University of Sydney Library. The material purchased by the library includes both Berckelman’s personal papers and his literary and artistic collections, with a particularly high number of items reflecting his interest in bookplates, politics, photography, Australiana, and Norfolk and Lord Howe Islands.
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## DESCRIPTION OF SERIES

### Box 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 1</strong></td>
<td>Binder of newspaper clippings [1920-1950].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 2</strong></td>
<td>Australian history. Scrapbook of newspaper clippings (1938-1940).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 3</strong></td>
<td>Index to Berckelman Collection Item 2 scrapbook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 4</strong></td>
<td>Book prospectuses (38).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 5</strong></td>
<td>Book prospectuses (13).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 6</strong></td>
<td>Book prospectuses (24).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 7</strong></td>
<td>Book prospectuses (18).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 8</strong></td>
<td>Book prospectuses (6) and bookseller material (1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 9</strong></td>
<td>Science fiction fan material (26).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 10</strong></td>
<td>Bushrangers. Newspaper clippings [late 1930s to early 1940s].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 11</strong></td>
<td>Bushrangers. Newspaper clippings [late 1930s to early 1940s].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 12</strong></td>
<td>Bushrangers. Newspaper clippings [late 1930s to early 1940s].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 15</strong></td>
<td>Prices and Rent Control Referendum of 1948. Circulars [all parties] (23).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 16</strong></td>
<td>Bushrangers. Newspaper clippings [1961].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 17</strong></td>
<td>Exhibition invitations, flyers and catalogues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item 18</strong></td>
<td>Concert and performance material. Programmes and newspaper clippings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 2**

| Item 21 | The Royal Visit 1954. Souvenir booklet. |
| Item 22 | Tourism Australia pamphlets (20). |
| Item 23 | Taronga Park [opening programme, 7 October 1916]. |
| Item 24 | Headstone inscriptions [cemetery not known]. |
| Item 25 | Bon Voyage to Hugh D. McIntosh (1908) [autographed]. |
| Item 26 | Rejection slips (7). |
| Item 27 | Wattle Recordings flyers. 6 ff. |
| Item 30 | Waxworks catalogues (4). |
| Item 31 | Ralph Rashleigh. Newspaper clippings [1951-1953]. |
| Item 32 | ‘The squatter’s hornpipe’. Postcard. |
| Item 33 | 18th century book illustrations (15). |
| Item 34 | Hand-painted illustrations (6), “To Robert”. |
| Item 35 | Church history, Australia. Newspaper clipping (1) and catalogues (4). |
| Item 36 | ‘Report by the Hon. Assistant Secretary concerning the behavior of the Hon. Research Secretary (Mr. A. T. Christine) during the evening of Thursday, 25 May, 1944’. Manuscript and typescript. |
| Item 37 | The NIPA NEWS. Vol. 1, No. 14. 1 September 1945 (pp. 1-2). |
| Item 38 | ‘To commemorate the arrival of the Australian fleet’. Sydney, 4 October 1913. |

Item 40  Temperance material (2).

Item 41  Bushland Bulletin, No. 1. [n.d.].


Bushland Notes. Bulletin No. 3 (September 1950).


Item 43  ‘Airforce today’, published by the Director of Public Relations, Department of Defence (1976).

‘Navy today’, published by the Director of Public Relations, Department of Defence (1976).


Item 44  The Bulletin promotional pamphlet [n.d.]

Item 45  Menus (10).


Royal Geographic Society Notices. Flyer [n.d.].

Item 48  Norfolk Island notebook. Includes notes on Visit of His Excellency the Governor and Lady Chelmsford to Norfolk Island, 1910.

Item 49  ‘Sweet St. Marys’ by William Freame. 2nd ed., 1929.
‘Australia’s Shale Wealth’ by T. Leahy [n.d.]

**Item 50**
Royal Australian Historical Society Meeting flyers [1941-1944].

Royal Australian Historical Society material. Includes notes and discussion of Society Articles. Manuscript and typescript.

**Item 51**
‘The Harbour of Port Jackson, NSW’. Illustration by James A. C. Willis

**Item 52**
The Miscellaneous Workers’ Union flyer (1959).

Invitation to SMH readers and assistants to form a union. Manuscript by R. J. Baldwin.

**Item 53**
‘Carthona, June 29th’. Booklet with patriotic songs (2).

‘Welcome Home to Captain Sir Ross Smith and Crew’. Programme to event held at Tivoli Theatre, Adelaide on 23 March 1920.

**Item 54**
‘More Especially the A.F.A’. Prayer made by Col. Chaplain Rose at Liverpool Camp, 1 April 1917. Typescript. 1 f.

**Item 55**

**Item 56**
British Museum. Prints and featured articles [1930s to 1950s].

**Item 57**
‘Touched by the Lazy Hand of Time’ by C. H. Bertie. The HOME, 1 June 1935.

**Item 58**
Album. Signed by Maisie Milne, Toongabbie and Oscar [?], 1942.

**Item 59**
Colin Berckelman bookplate [1930].

**Item 60**

**Item 61**
NSW Government Gazette Extraordinary, No. 46 (27 February 1862).


Supplement to The London Gazette, No. 18514 (14 October 1885).

**Item 62**
Illustrated book plates. 2 ff.

**Item 63**
Letters to J. R. ['Jim'] Tyrell (2). Manuscript.
Wedding invitation addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Berckelman (1955).

**Item 64**
Greeting cards (13).

**Item 65**
Feminine hygiene and birth control [n.d.]. Pharmacy pamphlets (7).

**Item 66**
Christian pamphlets [1943-19??] (6).


Correspondence from T. E. Ruth to Mr. Turner [1947-1949]. Manuscript.

**Item 67**
Australasian Science Fiction Society. Circular to members (20 August 1953). Typescript.

**Item 68**

**Item 69**

**Item 70**
Ephemera.

**Item 71**
George Rignold. Photograph (1) and newspaper clippings (4).

**Item 72**
Sale of Land Blocks at Chatswood [1895]. Announcement poster.

**Item 73**
Oz Magazine. Press clippings on Oz Magazine article [concerning February issue, 1964].

**Item 74**
Prussian [generals?]. Photograph (4).

Bond Street Book Shop [1965]. Photograph.

Adult man [identity unknown]. Photograph.

Bust of a man. Photographic copy.

Historic buildings. Photograph and negatives.

Sydney Morning Herald Broadsheet, 1831. Negative.

**Item 75**


Item 81  Admiral Arthur Phillip. Images of Phillip’s home at Bath and Bathampton Church.


Settlement lease publication by James Ashton (9 August 1905).


Item 85  Parish booklets [1943-1948].


‘Methodist Simultaneous Evangelist Campaign’. Clipping from the Spectator (26 August 1931).


Item 86  ‘The Holey Dollar: Historical Note’. Selwyn R [?].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Sydney Town Hall, First Annual General Public Meeting flyer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Chair of Australian Literature Fund, University of Sydney. First Annual General Public Meeting flyer [1957]. Invitation addressed to Mrs. J. Berckelman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Letter addressed to His Excellency, the Lieutenant-Governor of Papua, Port Moresby (19 April 1929). Typescript.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Illustrated verse. Signed by C. B. Berckelman, 27.12.28.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>‘Invitation to Fun and Frolic with the Vaucluse Liberals’ [1945]. Booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Australian Institute of International Affairs. Blank invitation to Reading and Discussion Group Meeting [n.d.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Poetry. Includes 19 poems, such as ‘Messalina’ and ‘Helen’, and a biographical note on Dulcie Deamer. Galley proofs. Typescript. 14 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Gaol life. Incomplete manuscript [2 copies]. Typescript. 24 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>‘Charles Lamb’s Letters to Barron Field’. Incomplete publication of letters [dated to 1817]. Typescript. 2 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>‘Helpful Hints’, unionist verse. Reprinted from the “Industrial Worker” [n.d.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Poetry by Bellerive (5). Manuscript.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Letter to Editor by Virginia O’Hanlon. Later copy [40 years post publication in the New York Sun]. Typescript. 1 f.


Antiques booklet [n.d.].

**Item 103**

Society of Australian Genealogists. Includes notices, meeting minutes and newsletters [1948-1955]. Typescript.

**Item 104**

Buddhist Society of N.S.W. Includes member notices and constitution [1954-1957]. Typescript.

**Item 105**

The Pacific Islands Society. Meeting notices [1943-1944].

**Item 106**


**Item 107**

Subud classes. Application form [1958].

**Item 108**


**Item 109**

N.S.W. Film Council. Circular (24 August 1953).


Item 114  Book Collectors Society of Australia. Material including ‘Constitution and Rules’, membership forms, meeting minutes [13 July 1945] and meeting flyers [1944-1963].

Item 115  ‘Moonlight Skiers’ by Kevin R. Ryan. With handwritten corrections. Typescript and manuscript.

Envelope addressed to C. Berckelman [1952].

Item 116  [‘Mark Walker’]. Photograph.

‘Mr. A. G. Stephens’ [author]. Photograph.

‘Mrs. Oakes, aged 93’. Photograph.

Miscellaneous images. Including landscapes and graves. Photographs (6).

Item 117  The Historical Survey Society of Australasia. Slip to accompany prints and lantern slides [blank].

Item 118  Binder of newspaper clippings on Australian history [1937-1950].

Box 3

Item 119  ‘Royal Typewriter – Australian Keyboard’, Sole Agents promotional material.

Item 120  ‘Mr Preeder’s Pigeon-Holes’. Postcard.

Item 121  Catalogue cards. Handwritten and typed.

Item 123  Coloured card [samples]. Bears stamp from Wiggins, Teape & Alex Pirie (Export) Ltd.

Item 124  Quotation for steel cabinets. Letter addressed to Mr. E. V. Street of Fisher Library from N. Le Roy-Tracy Pty. Ltd. (23 September 1940).

Quotation and sketches for steel cabinets. Letter addressed to Mr. Steel of Fisher Library from Wormald Brothers Pty. Ltd. (9 October 1940).

‘Note on Requisitions 6505 and 6505 attached’. Letter addressed to Mr. Anderson, Stores Dept. Typescript. 4 f.

‘Proposal to move the library catalogues from their present location to the reading room’. Typescript. 2 f.

Item 125  ‘Shoalhaven: Paper in the Making’. Published by The Printing and Allied Trades Employers’ Association of N.S.W. [n.d.].

Item 126  Victorian Postal Note [1910]. Payable to Miss Loma Walker.

Item 127  ‘A Relic of Early George Street’. Photograph.

Item 128  ‘Library of Parliament, N.S.W.’. Illustrated booklet of verse (No. 87 of 101 copies, October 1931).

Item 129  Her late Majesty, the Queen Dowager. Ceremonial for private interment (13 December 1849). Printed by S. & J. Bentley and Henry Fley, London.

Item 130  ‘An Exhibition of Australian Pictures in London’. Includes preamble by A. J. Daplyn [1894]. Printed at the Australian Builder Office.

Item 131  Decorated cards (3) and envelope.

Item 132  Hotel, airline, shipping and travel stickers (29).

Item 133  ‘Convicts’. Proofs. Typescript. 8 ff.


Item 136  The Bulletin, newspaper clippings [1889-1894].


Item 139  Recipe for ginger beer. Handwritten. 1 f.

Item 140  ‘An Incident at Wagga Wagga’. Proofs. Typescript. 7 ff.

Item 141  Prisoner punishment. Incomplete manuscript [2 copies]. Typescript. 2 ff.


Item 144  Two men on horses [identity unknown]. Etched illustration.

Item 145  Diary entries [8 June – 16 June ????. Typescript.

Item 146  Loose contents page. Identifies letters, lists and statements on Australian history [19th century]. Typescript. 2 ff.

Item 147  A. G. Stephens. Correspondence to Mr. Johnson [28 January 192?]. Manuscript.

Item 148  David Low cartoon. With ‘Chris Brennan’ handwritten at top.

Item 149  Copy of correspondence from ? to ? (London, 13 April 1831).


Item 151  Commonwealth Celebrations. Memorandum to ? from the General Secretary, Commonwealth Celebrations, Victoria (25 March 1901).

Item 152  James Tyson. Folder containing loose newspaper clippings [1911-1953], correspondence between Colin Berckelman and Frank Clune [December 1953] and articles (listed below).


‘Anecdotes about Tyson’. Typescript. 5 ff.

Item 153  Library Board of New South Wales. Minutes of the 48th meeting (1 July 1948). Typescript. 4 ff.

Library Board of New South Wales. Minutes of the 49th meeting, including ‘The Executive Member’s Submission on Book Prices to Libraries (Agendum 5/1948) (5 August 1948). Typescript. 27 ff.
Library Board of New South Wales. ‘Executive Member’s Report to the 49th Meeting’ (5 August 1948). Typescript. 3 ff.

**Item 154**


‘Australia and New Zealand’. Manuscript. 20 ff.

‘Cook’s Second Voyage’. Typescript. 3 ff.

‘Forster’s Voyage’. Typescript. 1 f.

[18th century voyages]. Handwritten notes. 20 ff.

**Item 155**


**Item 156**


**Item 157**

Small box containing photographs [from Lord Howe Island]. Photographs (39) and negatives by E. E. Giles [1931?].

**Item 158**

Small decorated wooden box containing negatives [of historical buildings and landscapes]. Labelled envelopes with negatives (50).

**Item 159**

Photo album [personal]. Photographs of landscapes, people (Colin Berckelman and family members identified) and cat ['Sirikit'].

**Item 160**

Industrial landscapes. Photographs (4).

Cityscapes. Photographs (3).

‘Harbour from Hotel Australia’ with annotated paper. Postcard addressed to Miss [Gordon] of Wollongong, signed by ‘J’ [190?].

**Item 161**

Elizabeth Bay House. Photograph by Thos. J. Lawlor, Woollahra.

Hereward shipwreck. Photograph.

‘View from the Sydney College Grounds’. Book plate published in London by Richard Bentley, 1845, Stamp on reverse reads “Australian Library Subscription 188?.”
Residential houses [subject unknown]. Photograph.

**Item 162**

**Item 163**
Photo album [of Australian monuments and landscapes, scientific images, 1926-1928]. Photographs (36).

**Item 164**
‘Sydney slums’ [late 1930s to early 1960s]. Photographs (16).

**Item 165**

‘John Adams’. Postcard with prayer (labelled as Plate 15). Photograph of manuscript.

**Item 166**
Columbia Gramophone factory [opening, 14 October 1926]. Photographs (3). Labels on reverse.

**Item 167**
Sir John and Lady Lavery [1930]. Photograph (1).

**Item 168**
Members of parliament [Tasmania]. Photographic copies from Mitchell Library (5).

‘The Late Mr. H. Victor McKay, Melbourne’. Photographic copy from Mitchell Library (1).

**Item 169**
Ceremony at Commencement Column [Canberra]. Photograph (1).

**Item 170**
Churches [early Sydney]. Photographs (7) and greeting card (1).

**Item 171**
Maritime. Photographs (29).

**Box 4**

**Item 172**
Early Sydney and other regions. Photographs (20).

**Item 173**
Early Sydney and other regions. Photographs (20).

**Item 174**
Early Sydney and other regions. Photographs (40).

**Item 175**
Early Sydney and other regions. Photographs (50).

**Item 176**
Groups of figures [early Sydney]. Photographs (10).
Item 177  
Captain Cook. Photographic copy (1).

Item 178  
Lord Howe Island. Photographs (3).

Item 179  
Historical places, Australia [identified]. Photographs (5).

Item 180  
Anti conscription mass meeting, Central Reserve, Broken Hill (1916). Photographs (2).

Item 181  
Small ‘Travel-o-graphs’ photo album (of Lord Howe Island) [n.d.]. Album by Harold R. Rabone.

Item 182  

Item 183  
Uralla [early 1900s]. Postcards (4) addressed to Mrs. H. [Taylour] of North Sydney.

‘Ruins, with fire proceeding in Smith Street, Kempsey’. Postcard (1) addressed to Mr. A. [Taylour] of North Sydney.

Summer Street, Orange. Postcard (1) left blank.

Item 184  
New South Wales [regional]. Including the Hovell Tree at Albury and Bar Island. Photographs (52).

Item 185  
Early Sydney [North Sydney, 1860]. Including Old School of Arts, Lane Cove Road, St. Leonard’s and Blue’s Point. Photographs (18) [by Dr. R. D. Ward?]. Negatives transferred to Berckelman papers box 16.

Item 186  

P.M. Photo Finishing Service. Packaging.

Item 187  
Sydney and surrounding areas. Including Hunters Hill, Richmond and Windsor. Photographs (34) and negatives (4).

Envelope addressed to C. B. Berckelman Esq., Book Collectors Society of Australia.

Item 188  
Headstone. Dedicated to Anna Gretha Wannemacher (died 13 April 1862). Photograph (1).

Headstone. Dedicated to Mary, ‘the beloved wife of Frederick Berckelman’ [died 25 July 1861]. Photograph (1).
Item 189  Sydney and other regions [1940s]. Including Liverpool, Snake Gully. Photographs (36) and negative (1).

Item 190  Sydney and other regions [1940s]. Including Parramatta, Blaxland and Mt. Victoria [places and buildings identified]. Sleeves of negatives (31).


Item 192  Headstone inscriptions (Bunnerong Cemetery). Typescript. 1 f.

Item 193  Early Australia. Including Bengalla, George Town, Lord Howe Island and Norfolk Island. Photographic copies of prints (9).

Item 194  ‘Campbell’s Wharf’. Circular on the etching by Geoffrey C. Ingleton.


Item 195  Peapes & Shaw, linen and woolen drapers [1880]. Promotional material.

Evan Jones, gold and silver smith [1880]. Promotional material.

Item 196  ‘Corner of George and Market Streets, West Sydney’ [n.d.]. Print with caption ‘Commercial Architecture No 4, Supplement to the “Sydney Mail”’.

Item 197  Headstone inscriptions [1823-1824]. Photographs of manuscript entries (4).

Burial register from ‘the Parish of St Philip’s, Sydney’ [1827]. Photograph of manuscript entries.

Item 198  Sydney University. Postcard, printed in Germany.

Item 199  ‘Lost, strayed or [died]’, A. J. Shearsby. Sticker on board.

Item 200  Frank Walker. Correspondence to the Editor, Sydney Sun (22 December 1922]. Typescript. 1 f.

The Sun promotional clipping [n.d.].

Sydney and other regions. Mainly of historic sites, including Convicts’ Graves at Katoomba and The Parson’s Cottage at Ryde [places identified and described on reverse]. Photographs (9).

Item 201  Historic house [not identified]. Photographs (12).
Item 202

Item 203
Sydney Road, Windsor [with buildings identified]. Hand drawn sketch from photograph (listed below).
Sydney Road, Windsor, 2025 [n.d.]. Photograph.

Item 204
Sydney [1930s-1940s]. Including Fort Denison, Coogee Pier, Cockatoo Island, Goat Island Baths, Bligh’s Oaks at Pitt Town and St Luke’s Church at Liverpool. Photographs (29).

Item 205
Boyd’s old Church, Twofold Bay. Postcards (2), Kodak Australia.

“Ebenezer” ‘the first Presbyterian Church in Australia, erected 1809’. Postcard, Kodak Australia.

Item 206
Bondi scenes [n.d.]. Photographs (53) and negatives (3).

Item 207
New South Wales [Cowang and Grose River]. Mainly river and bushland. Photographs (16).

Item 208

Item 209
Anthony Hordern fire [1901]. Photographs (3).

Item 210
“Telopea” Mosman, [?] Ellen Rabone [n.d.]. Photograph on card.

Box 5

Item 211
Excavation sites [n.d.]. Photographs (4).

Item 212

Item 213

Item 214
Historic houses and buildings [n.d.]. Mostly unidentified. Includes Cadman’s Cottage. Photographs (71).

Item 215
Commemorative sites [Sydney]. Including the Foundation Stone of the Royal Exchange, John Connell and Mr[s]. Robert Kennedy of Mt. Druitt. Photographs (11).
Emblem [not identified]. Photographs (2).

Statue [of Asclepius]. Photographs (5).

**Item 216** Historic house [not identified]. Sketch.

**Item 217** Dr. Clyde Fenton ("Flying Doctor") [1937-1959]. Photographs (3).

**Item 218** ‘Joe About Town’. Photograph of male [performer].

**Item 219** ‘Dr. Bland’. Photograph of bust.

**Item 220** ‘Dr. George Bennet’. Photograph attached to paper.

**Item 221** ‘Mr. H. L. White (Donor of the £1,000 and other handsome gifts to the R.A.O.U)’. Photograph of Frontispiece to Memorandum and Articles of Association of Royal Australasian Ornithologist Union, 1917.


**Item 223** ‘Alexander Horsburgh Turnbull, 1868-1918, Whose great private library became a State public institution upon his death’. Photograph of frontispiece to ‘The Turnbull Library Record’.

**Item 224** ‘Fred Salkeld Sherstone’ [1927]. Photograph.

**Item 225** ‘A group of directors of the Pan-Pacific Union with Sir Henry Newman Barwell, premier of South Australia, and Lady Barwell, photographed on the steps of the territorial capitol, Honolulu.’ Photograph.

**Item 226** Rabone. Photograph.

**Item 227** Mrs. E. C. Robinson. Photographs (2).

**Item 228** Col. Crozier. Photographs (4).

**Item 229** Oscar Wilde and friend. Photograph.

**Item 230** Judy Royle and Bill McGrath in a scene from The Cage. Photographs (2) from the programme In a Dancing Mood [29 October 19??].

**Item 231** Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. Print from Look Magazine.

**Item 232** Camden Morrisby with bookplate. Photograph from People Magazine [October 1921].
Item 233  Mr. E. A. Ancher. Photograph from The Crown Studios, Sydney [5 December 1922].

Item 234  Mrs. Farrell. Photographs [unlabeled] (6) and from People Magazine (2) [used 22 November 1950].

Item 235  Images of people [not identified]. Photographs (30).

Item 236  Dr. C. Scot. Skirving. Photograph.


Item 238  ‘Embalmed heart [of Marquess of Montrose] posted to Canada, Royalist relic’. Photographs (2) by Paul Popper [31 December 1951].

Item 239  ‘The prison hulk “Success”’. Photographs (2).

Item 240  Construction site [Sydney]. Photographs (5).

Item 241  The Lake District, England. Photographs (5) with captions from the Times on reverse (4).

Item 242  ‘Catch Massacre’. Photographs (4) [11 June 1963].

Item 243  ‘Solitude, Mount ?’. Photograph.

Item 244  ‘Britain’s Treasure Caves: Moving Romney’s Masterpiece.’ Photographs (3) [29 August 1943].

Item 245  ‘En Touraine – Au Pays de Rabelais, La Devinière’. Postcard [French].

Item 246  ‘En Touraine – Au Pays de Rabelais, La Devinière’. Postcard [French].

Item 247  ‘Reception of Chinese deputation of welcome by Japanese officers’. Photograph (1) by Edwin Emerson.

Item 248  Headstone. Dedicated to Anna Josepha (d. 26 July 1844), Phillip Parker King R.N. (d. 26 February 1857) and Harriet King (d. 19 December 1874). Photograph (1).

Item 249  Pacific Islands. Mainly images of people. Photographs (15) and negative (1).

Item 249  Statement (10 June 1826). Photograph of manuscript.
Item 250
‘Copy of rare medal for Winston’ (14 December 1955). Photograph with caption on reverse.

Item 251
Miscellaneous images. Including artwork, a mask and objects. Photographs (8).

Item 252
‘That American war mongers may indulge in this!’ Photograph of leaflet.

Item 253

Item 254

Item 255

Item 256
Loose page (p. 28), first line “were purchased by them on their own account & taken to the [city]; where they were ultimately purchased by McArthur & Marsden”. Manuscript.

Item 257

Item 258

Item 259
‘The University – second ?’ [n.d.]. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 260
Unnamed manuscript, first line “and a twelve-year-old boy sitting at the...” Manuscript. Pp. 3-139.

Item 261
Unnamed manuscript, first line “considered the question of six months leave...” 23 ff.

Item 262

Item 263

Item 264

Item 265
Large binder of bookplates [artists not identified].

Item 266
Small sketchbook of bookplates [artists identified].
Item 267  Loose bookplates (19), designed by John B Gadson.


Item 270  Buckfast Abbey, England [1932-1940]. Magazine clipping (1) and photographs (5).

Item 271  Arundel Castle, England [1923-1957]. Magazine clippings (5) and photographs (2).

Item 272  Redfern Congregational Sabbath School admission book [1863-1871].


‘Biographical Annals of Suicide, or Horrors of Self-Murder’ by George Barrington. Loose photographs of frontispiece and title page (3).

Item 274  Headstone inscriptions (All Saints Church of England Cemetery, Parramatta. Individual handwritten index cards (209).

Item 275  Inscription at The Church of St. Thomas, Port Macquarie, N.S.W. Dedicated to Captain Rolland Esq. (d. 16 November 1824). Loose handwritten note.

Item 276  Headstone inscriptions (Roman Catholic Section, Bunnerong Cemetery, 1949). Exercise book of handwritten entries (Volume 1).

Blank ‘Feint’ exercise book.

Item 277  Headstone inscriptions (St. Anne’s Church of England Cemetery, Ryde). Typescript. 32 ff.

‘St. Anne’s Church of England (Ryde) Cemetery Act, 1940’. Pamphlet on removal of human remains and headstones.

Headstone inscriptions (St. Anne’s Church of England Cemetery, Ryde). Typescript. 3 ff.
Map of St. Anne’s Church of England Cemetery.

**Box 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 280</td>
<td>Churches, England [1933-1951]. Including St. Mary Redcliffe, Canterbury Cathedral and King’s College Chapel at Cambridge. Magazine clippings (4) and photographs (6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 281</td>
<td>England [1936-1959]. Mainly images of buildings, including Cambridge, Bristol, Broadmoor and the River Avon. Magazine clippings (2) and photographs (6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 282</td>
<td>England [education, 1934-1953]. Including Framlingham College at Suffolk, Queens’ College at Cambridge and Bedford College. Magazine clippings (4) and photographs (3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 283</td>
<td>Murray Henry bookplate [n.d.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 284</td>
<td>‘Canoes’. Manuscript written on scrap paper [early 1900s]. 15 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 286</td>
<td>Headstone inscriptions (St. John’s Cemetery, Parramatta). Typescript [three copies, one complete]. 83 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Macquarie Fields. Correspondence from Grahame Edgar to C. B. Berckelman (31 August 1949). Typescript.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
'St. Malo’. Manuscript. Typescript. 7 ff.

‘Glenfield Farm at Casula, near Liverpool’. Manuscript. Typescript. 7 ff.


**Item 289**

**Item 290**
‘310 George Street, Sydney’. Photograph with “Clapton Darlinghurst; Home of Burnell family for over 30 years” written on reverse.

**Item 291**
Sydney and other regions [buildings]. Including Port Macquarie and Hartley. Photographs (12) and admission slip (1).

**Item 292**

**Item 293**

**Item 294**
Portrait of Robert Lowe by C. Rodius. Photograph (1).

Image of people [not identified]. Photograph (1).

**Item 295**
Loose page, first line “This stone was laid by the Hon. James N. [Brunbey]...”. Manuscript.

Loose page, first line “Royd [Cio St C’matta]”. Manuscript.

**Item 296**

**Item 297**

**Item 298**

**Item 299**

**Item 300**
Glenfield Farm, Casula. Documents and notes. Manuscript and typescript. 26 ff.

**Item 301**
Headstone inscriptions [Hartley Vale Cemetery]. Typescript. 5 ff.
| Item 302 | ‘Tomb stones in George Town Cemetery (Port Dalrymple) TAS’. Taken by Headmaster State School, George Town, Mr. Leslie T. Watson (29 August 1948). Typescript. 2 ff. |
| Item 307 | Sutton Farm. Magazine clippings from The HOME (1 March 1933). 2 ff. |
| Item 309 | Loose page, first line “In the year 1843 the three houses shown, were part of a terrace of seven houses, known as Horbury Terrace...” Typescript. 1 f. |

Item 315  Headstone inscriptions (Church of England Cemetery Windsor). Loose page. Typescript.

Item 316  Headstone inscriptions [cemetery not known]. Loose pages (6). Typescript and manuscript.

Item 317  Graves [Sydney]. Including Camellia and Five Dock. Loose newspaper clippings from the Sunday Sun (28 April 1940) (2).


‘From Cemetery to Park’ by C. M. Reeves, Town Clerk, Leichhardt, 1916-1942. Typescript. 2 ff.


‘Extract from manuscript history of N.S.W. Prisons’. Typescript. 1 f.

‘Trial Bay Prison’. Typescript. 2 ff.


Item 321  Loose page (p. 2), first line “than seven men to have connection with one woman within the hour”. Typescript.

‘With compliments’ slip. Loose note [1941-1942]. Returned by Assistant Director, N.S.W. Government Tourist Bureau (16 April 1941).
Item 322  Small Kodak box containing negatives [of illustrated book plates].
Negatives (6).

Item 323  Early Sydney. Mainly images of Sydney Harbour. Photographs (17) and negatives (3).

Item 324  Silhouette of man. Illustrated image attached to thin wood. Elis Marshall handwritten on reverse.

William Charles Wentworth. Handwritten note on image’s connection to RB1634.25

Item 325  Loose illustrations [of family members] by [Walter Syer] (9).

Item 326  ‘For “Outdoor Australia”? ‘ by Walter Syer. Handmade booklet with cutouts for photographs and handwritten captions.

Handmade booklet with cutouts for photographs and handwritten captions. Contains photographs of people between pages (11).

Item 327  Images of people [not identified]. Photographs (4) and negative (1).

Item 328  ‘Sir F. Leighton P.R.A.’. Photograph (1).

‘Sir A. Alison’. Photograph (1).


‘David Armstrong’. Photograph (1).

Item 329  ‘Hartleys Creek, Cook Highway, N.Q.’. Photograph (1).


Wooden carving [Pacific style]. Photograph (1).

Item 330  Full view sea-scape [Lord Howe Island]. Photograph with fold-out cover (1).

Item 331  Early Sydney [The Rocks area]. Negatives (5).

Item 332  Envelope with “Found in a book belonging to Bertha Bouchier” typed on front.

‘Rev. Barton Bouchier’. Photograph (1).

Miscellaneous newspaper clippings (3).


Item 335  Kodak negative album of ‘Sydney and surroundings’ [1912-1924]. Negatives taken by Alice M. Haigh. 100 pp.

Item 336  Negative album of ‘Melbourne’ (1921). Negatives belonging to Alice M. Haigh. 100 pp.

Item 337  Negative album of ‘building of North Shore Bridge’ [1924-1927]. Negatives belonging to Alice M. Haigh. 100 pp. Additional loose negatives (34).

Item 338  Negative album of ‘South Australia’ [1921-1924]. Negatives belonging to Alice M. Haigh. 100 pp.

Item 339  Film negative album of Sydney and other regions [1924-1925]. Negatives belonging to Alice M. Haigh. 100 pp.

Item 340  Film negative album of Sydney and other regions [1926-1927]. Negatives belonging to Alice M. Haigh. 100 pp.

Item 341  Film negative album of Sydney and other regions [n.d.]. Negatives [belonging to Alice M. Haigh]. 8 pp of filled sleeves.

Box 7

Item 342  Wooden box containing negatives. Assortment of subjects, labelled ‘1-2000’.

Item 343  Wooden box containing negatives. Assortment of subjects, labelled ‘2001-4000’.

Item 344  Wooden box containing negatives. Assortment of subjects, labelled ‘4001-6000’.

Item 345  Wooden box containing negatives. Assortment of subjects, labelled ‘6001-8000’.

Item 346  Wooden box containing negatives. Assortment of subjects, labelled ‘8001-10000’.
Box 8

Item 347
Wooden box containing negatives. Assortment of subjects, labelled ‘10001-12000’.

Item 348

Item 349
Handwritten notes. Including information from the ‘1828 census’. Loose pages of index cards. 12 ff.

Item 350
Correspondence from W. Moon to ‘Western Guarantee Co.’ (3 September 1962). Contains a money order advice for £9.2.6.

Item 351

Item 352

Item 353

Item 354
Correspondence from [F.] Ranken to Mr. Tyrrell (14 March 1912). Manuscript. 3 ff.

Correspondence from [F.] Ranken to Mr. [Burbitt] (13 May 1912). Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 355
‘”Tasma” (MME. Auguste Couvreur)’ by A. C. Typescript copy from ‘The Queen, The Lady’s Newspaper’ (13 January 1894). 7 ff.

Item 356
‘Prohibition and the Constitution’. Manilla folder with manuscript. Typescript. 35 ff.

Item 357
Item 358


Item 359


Item 360

Sex and crime. Scrapbook labelled “SEX” of newspaper clippings [1900s to 1960s].

Item 361

Sex and crime. Including ‘naice boys’ and cross-dressing, and the murders of Dorothy May Everett and Jeanette Walsh. Binder of newspaper clippings [1930s to 1960s].

Item 362

Australian history. Scrapbook of newspaper clippings [1903-1911].

Item 363

Burdekin House. Loose page with newspaper clipping from the Sydney Morning Herald (19 August 1933).

“’There is a Tavern”: Inns of England’ by S. Elliott Napier. Loose page with newspaper clipping from the Sydney Morning Herald (7 August 1935).

Item 364


Item 365


Item 366

‘Johan van Saxen als Dichter en Dante-kenner’ by F. Smit Kleine (1903). Baarn, Hollandia-Drukkerij. 8 pp [Dutch].

Item 367

St. Thomas’ Church, North Shore (formerly known as St. Leonard’s Church). Photographs (2).

‘St Leonard’s Church’ by Herbert J. Rumsey. With handwritten corrections. Typescript. 3 ff.


Item 370  ‘The Story of Australia’. Book containing three copies of Chapter V ‘Education and Literature’ (pp. 261-296).

Item 371  ‘Copy of Portion of the Diary of John Buffett, kept by him on Pitcairn Island’ and notes on Norfolk Island. Book containing handwritten copies [and manuscripts].

Box 9

Item 372  Correspondence from George G. Reeve to Herbert J. Rumsey [1927] (2). Manuscript. 14 ff.


Item 375  Correspondence from George G. Reeve to Herbert J. Rumsey [1933] (9). Manuscript. 48 ff.


Item 377  Copy of correspondence from Florence Bailey to Mr G. Reeve (20 April 1932) (6). Manuscript. 3 ff.


Item 381  
Cornwall. Loose pages (pp. 41-42). Includes information on Launceston. 2 ff.

Item 382  

Item 383  
‘The University of Sydney: Factors to be Considered in Determining the Maximum Effective Size of the University’ (1959). Galley proofs. Typescript. 11 ff.

Item 384  
‘Report after a Visit to Some Universities in Great Britain during the period March to August, 1949’ by W. H. Maze, University of Sydney (March 1950). Galley proofs. Typescript. 5 ff.

Item 385  

Item 386  

Item 387  
‘A Carol on Caroline Chisholm’ (20 August 1853). Photographs (3).

Item 388  
Loose page, first line “Journal (Original) of J. Martin who in Company with 12 others Escaped from Botany Bay…” Photograph of manuscript.

Item 389  
Loose page, first line “Mr Jackson ? Bishop ?” Photograph of manuscript.

Item 390  

Item 391  
Mr. Charles White. Loose page with newspaper clippings attached (December 1922). 1 f.

Item 392  

Item 393  

Item 394  
Loose pages, first line “Bill Long was a convict and his young son was knighted later to Sir William Long…” Handwritten notes. 4 ff.
Item 395  ‘With the Librarian’s compliments’. Loose slip from University College London.

Item 396  The Australian. ‘Next Month’s Outline’ for December issue. Typescript. 3 ff.


Item 398  ‘Crowning Glory’ [by Hyde Parker, n.d.]. Typescript. 1 f.

‘Yankee Doodle’ [by Hyde Parker, n.d.]. Typescript. 1 f.


Item 399  ‘Satyric Wizardry’ by Philip Lindsay. Manuscript. 4 ff.

Item 400  ‘Australian Poetry and Nationalism’ by Jack Lindsay. Manuscript. 6 ff.


Item 403  ‘Capture’. Loose page, first line “Bereft of sleep / I steal, by paths of night that bring no ease…” Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 404  ‘Lonely’ by Jack Lindsay. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 405  ‘Beethoven’ by Jack Lindsay. Manuscript. 3 ff.

Item 406  ‘Metamorphosis’, first line “’It’s no use trying to hide it any longer,” I said. “I can see you are a satyr’”. Manuscript. 5 ff.

Item 407  ‘Other Men’s Wives’ by Philip Lindsay. Incomplete manuscript. 3 ff.

Item 408  ‘From the Hawthorn Hedge’, first line “There is no shadow in the wood”. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 409  ‘Plunder’, first line “It was taken by surprise, before the unfortunate inhabitants were half awake the Pirates were among them”. Manuscript. 3 ff.


Item 411  ‘The Madhouse’, first line “It is a well known condition of madness, part of its general condition of disassociation, that a patient will see a face staring at him in a crack on the wall…” Manuscript. 2 ff.
Item 412  ‘Foreword’, first line “One of Nietzsche’s gifts to the future might well be entitled – The Conscience In Life”. Manuscript. 3 ff.

Item 413  ‘The High Place’ by Jack Lindsay. Manuscript. 3 ff.

Item 414  ‘Foreword’, first line “Man has been so muddled during the last century by the Macaulays…” Manuscript. 3 ff.

Item 415  ‘Two Dimensional Poetry’ by Jack Lindsay. Manuscript. 2 ff.

Item 416  ‘Under Poetry – Block’, first line “Poetry is the memory of the past, and the feeling of a future life…” Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 417  ‘301 B.C.’ by Jack Lindsay. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 418  ‘On Book-plates: And Some Australian Designs’ by Bertram Stevens. Article from The Lone Hand (1 December 1910), pp. xxxvi-xlvi. 6 ff.

Item 419  Correspondence from Mrs. G. Riddell-Martin to Herbert J. Rumsey (20 April 1922). Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 420  Envelope addressed to Herbert J. Rumsey [June 1901].

Item 421  Correspondence from W. Lane Joynt to ?. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 422  Correspondence from R. H. Croll to Mr. Berckelman (1 August 1940). Manuscript. 3 ff.

Empty envelope addressed to R. H. Croll, Education Department, Melbourne.

Item 423  Correspondence from J. R. Moon to Mr. Berckelman (15 May 1946). Manuscript. 3 ff.


Item 425  Loose page, first line “Thomas Townshend / Born 24th February 1732-3”. Handwritten notes. 1 f.

Item 426  Correspondence from Brian Penton to ? (24 October 1936). Manuscript. 2 ff.


Item 432  Early NSW history. Small black notebook of handwritten notes.

Item 433  Small black notebook of handwritten notes. Including headstone inscriptions and meeting minutes.

Item 434  Handwritten transcription of ‘Narrative of a Survey of the Intertropical and Western Coasts of Australia performed between the years 1818 and 1822 by Captain Phillip P. King…’, pp. 106-113. Small notebook labelled ‘Book I’.

Handwritten transcription of ‘Narrative of a Survey of the Intertropical and Western Coasts of Australia performed between the years 1818 and 1822 by Captain Phillip P. King…’, pp. 113-117. Small notebook labelled ‘Book II’.


Handwritten transcription of ‘Maurelle’s Voyage’. Small notebook labelled ‘Book C’.


Item 437  ‘The First European to Land on Australian Shores: To the Editor of the “Herald”’ by Ernest Favenc. Contains attached correspondence from Peter Johannes Schmidt, claiming his ancestor was the first white man to set foot in Australia (7 October 1906). Typescript. 2 ff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>‘Male Behaviour in the Men’s Room’. Typescript. 1 f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>‘Caravans to the Moon’. Manuscript. 1 f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>‘Convicts Intended for Botany Bay on Board …’ Including Lady Penrhyn, Alexander, Scarborough, Charlotte, Friendship and the Prince of Wales [1787]. Typescript. 18 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Submission letter. Correspondence from Roderic Quinn to Mr. Rolandson. Manuscript. 1 f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>‘Van Dieman’s Land’. Loose page with folk song. 1 f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘The Associated Busy Bodies of Australia’. Hoax recruitment addressed to ‘Mrs. Jill Berkleman’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>‘Eleanor Dark’ by Dubois. Sketch (1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>‘P. Neville Barnett’. Photograph (1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>‘Roderic Quinn Memorial Fund’. Small invitation card (1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>449</td>
<td>‘Henry Lawson’ by Nellie A. Evans [signed]. Typescript. 1 f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>‘Surprise Muddlers’. Wooden set in original box.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 10**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>Florence National Central Library. [Greeting card, Italian].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item 454

Congregational Church, Botany Street, Waterloo [n.d.]. Pamphlet (No. 556). Contains ‘One that was Deaf’. London: The Religious Tract Society.

Item 455
Correspondence from S. O. Howes to A. G. Stephens (8 April 1910). Typescript. 1 f.

Item 456
‘Scarab Beetle’. Extract [from ‘An Introduction to Etymology’ by Kirby and Spence, 1846]. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 457

Item 458
William Lanne. Photograph with handwritten notes [by Charles A. Woolley].

Truganini. Photograph with handwritten notes [by Charles A. Woolley].

Item 459
‘Old Government House, Parramatta’ by “Vandorian” (1 July 1907). The Red Funnel. Vol. IV, No. 6 (pp. 523-528).

Item 460
All Saints Church, Sutton Forest. File of handwritten records including headstone inscriptions, baptisms and marriage registers. Compiled by F. J. Morrice [1937].

Item 461


Item 462

Item 463

Item 464
‘An Historical Collection of the several Voyages and Discoveries in the South Pacific Ocean, Volume II, Containing the Dutch Voyages’ by

**Item 465**


**Item 466**


**Item 467**


**Item 468**

Map of Maurelle. Photographic copy (2).

**Item 469**


**Item 470**


**Item 471**

Binder of notes and clippings on radioactivity and chemistry. Mainly chemistry and physics. Binder labelled ‘Sundry Notes Etc.’. Typescript and manuscript.

**Item 472**

‘Backstage with Covent Garden Russian Ballet’ by Daryl Lindsay [1938]. Sydney: The Peerless Press Pty. Ltd.

**Item 473**


**Item 474**

‘Historic Botanic and Geographic Notes re Telopea’ [1929]. Brochure advertising Telopea Station Estate auction.

**Item 475**


**Item 476**

Woodstock Farms, Rooty Hill. Advertisements for auction (2).
Item 477  Brumby House Estate, Strawberry Hills. Advertisement for auction (1).

Item 478  Waverley Crescent Extension. Advertisement for auction (1).

Item 479  Hassall family history, written by son of James Hassall (12 August 1913). Typescript, pp. 1-11 [incomplete].


Item 481  ‘Old Sydney, Historic Landmarks, First Governor’s Home’. Loose newspaper clipping from the Herald (28 October 1919).

Item 482  Handwritten notes. Including subjects of First Fleet sentences, Alexander, Scarborough and Thomas Whittle. Loose pages. 5 ff.


Item 484  Correspondence from ‘Your Pop’ to ‘Jo’ (19 July 1944). Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 485  [Museum] objects. Photographs (2) and illustrations (2).

Item 486  Correspondence from [Tho. Chapman] to ? (31 March 1791). Photographic copy of manuscript. 1 f [p. 19].

Item 487  ‘Feathered Arrows’. Loose page of handwritten notes.

Item 488  Australian political pamphlets [early-mid 1900s] (15).


Item 490  ‘Socialism: Its Fallacies and Failures’ [n.d.], pp. 3-16.

Box 11


Item 493

Item 494

Item 495

Item 496

Item 497

Item 498
‘Missions in Western Polynesia’ by A. W. Murray (1863) [transcription]. Handwritten on loose paper. 3 pp.

Item 499
Voyage [Lord Howe Island, 1788]. Loose pages of handwritten notes. 11 ff.

Item 500
Small black notebook of handwritten notes [early 1900s]. Including headstone inscriptions, transcriptions and meeting minutes.. ‘E. C. Robinson, Epping’ written in back of notebook.

Item 501
Headstone inscriptions [cemetery not known]. Notebook of handwritten notes.

Item 502
‘Letters of application for leave to immigrate’ [1820s]. Notebook of handwritten notes [transcriptions].

Item 503

Item 504
Tonga. Loose notes (11), a notebook (1) and bundles of index cards (5) with references and notes.

Item 505
Australian voyages. Bundle of index cards (1) with references.

Item 506

Item 507
Cardboard box containing miscellaneous items. Including a human skeleton hand [cast], a wooden coffin [toy?], a small notebook, a cross-
stitched ‘May You Prosper’ [bookmark] and a fur wallet with a ‘Fifty Years Commonwealth of Australia’ medal inside.

**Item 508**


**Item 509**

‘Wolf-Call Knits’. Look Magazine pre-production prints (3) with extracts (pp. 60-62). Photographed by Douglas Kirkland.

**Item 510**

‘Unique University’. Look Magazine pre-production prints (18) with extracts (pp. 107-110). Photographed by Bob Lerner.

**Item 511**

‘Every Night is New Year’s Eve in San Francisco’. Look Magazine pre-production prints (21) with extracts (pp. 38-48). Photographed by Cal Bernstein.

**Item 512**


---

**Box 12**

**Item 513**

Norfolk Island. Some stamped as Roy Bell. Includes images of landscapes and people [Harold Rabone and family?]. Photographs (50).

‘Address all communications to Harold R. Rabone, Post Office’. Loose slips (2).

**Item 514**


**Item 515**

Norfolk Island. Includes images of landscapes and farmland. Photographs (30).

**Item 516**

Norfolk Island. Includes images of landscapes, people and plans. Photographs (19).

Landscape [Norfolk Island?]. Photographic copy of an etching [signed ‘E. Me’].

**Item 517**

Norfolk Island. Includes images of historic plans. Photographs (18).

**Item 518**

Norfolk Island. Includes images of historic sites, landscapes and people. Photographs (51).
Item 519  ‘Norfolk Island’ by Scarab. Typescript article with handwritten additions. Address of Harold R. Rabone noted on each page. 6 ff.

Rejection slips (2). From the Argus (Melbourne) and the ‘Mail’.

Norfolk Island. Photographs (11) with handwritten descriptions on reverse.


Item 520  Norfolk Island. Includes images of landscapes and processions. Photographs and postcards (56). Some items addressed to Mr. Rabone.

Item 521  Norfolk Island. Includes images of artefacts, landscapes and people [Rabone and family?]. Photographs (48).

Item 522  Norfolk Island. Negatives (4) [by Roy Bell?].

Norfolk Island. Small loose negatives cut from reel (40).

Item 523  Subpoena for witness (to Rabone, 28 October, 1928). Photograph (1).

Medical certificate (to Rabone, 10 November 1928). Photograph (1).

Item 524  Greeting card. Addressed to Harold Rabone from Ruby M. Robinson. Contains seaweed specimen.


Envelope addressed to ‘Mr. H. R. Rabone, Talma Studios, Sydney’.

Item 526  Correspondence from Roy Bell to Mr. Rabone (7 March 1938). Manuscript. 3 ff.

Correspondence from Roy Bell to Mr. Rabone (4 April 1938). Manuscript. 4 ff.

Item 527  ‘Eiland van Pines [The Isle of Pines]’ (1668). Photographic copy of front matter and pp 1-31 (22) [Dutch].

Item 528  ‘True love never dies’ bookmark. Fabric with beaded detailing.
Item 529  
Negative album [of early Sydney, 1944-19??]. Includes images of St. Malo, Rose Bay and Vaucluse House (noted in index). Negative strips (36).

Item 530  

Item 531  
Loose negatives [of people] (5). One negative discoloured.

Item 532  
New South Wales Government Tourist Bureau. Advertising ‘blotters’ (8). Contains additional blotters for ‘Opex Liquid Car Polish’ (1) and ‘Marchant & Co. Pty. Ltd’ (1).

Item 533  
Democratic Party of Australia (22 June 1953). Political flyer (1).

Item 534  
Democratic Labour Party [Australia]. Political flyers.


Item 535  
Menzies Government. Political flyers (4).


Item 536  
Liberal Party [Australia]. Political flyers (28).

Box 13

Item 537  
Communist Party [Australia]. Political flyers (25).

Item 538  


Item 539  


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Item</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>Australian Labor Party. Political flyers (21).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547</td>
<td>Political flyers aimed at women (4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549</td>
<td>Trade Union political material [for different unions] (6).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>Non-party publications (3). Includes A Free People, No. 35 (April/May 1952) and For the People (September 1960)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item 551
May Day flyers (3).

Item 552
‘Message from the Minister for External Affairs, Dr. H. V. Evatt’.
Typescript. 3 ff.

Item 553
Catholic Action [n.d.]. Printed by The Protestant World Publishing Co.
Very brittle. 1 f.
‘A Canard’ Newspaper clipping.

Item 554

Item 555
‘Save the Rosenbergs’ flyers (2).

Item 556
Coal Strike of 1949. Circulars (5) found inside labelled envelope (1).

Item 557
Referendum of 22 September 1951 [on communism, Australia]. Flyers (5).

Item 558
Referendum of 29 April 1961 [on the abolition of the N.S.W. Legislative Council]. Flyers (5).

Item 559
Trainee Teachers’ Conference flyer [1962] (1).

Item 560
‘A Threat to Secular Education’ by the Secular Education Defence Committee. Published by the Wentworth Press, Sydney.

Item 561
‘To Hon. T. D. Mutch, M.L.A., Minister for Education, 30th June 1921’
deputation response to the successful request for a Technical College.

Item 562
Inquiry into allegations made by John Somerville Smith [July and September 1960]. Newspaper clippings (6).

Item 563
Published by New System Telephones Pty. Ltd., Sydney.
Item 564

Item 565


Item 566

‘Worthy Signature’. Advertising material (1).

Item 567

Item 568

Item 569

Item 570
British Sailors’ Society bookplate [London].

Item 571
Meat coupon. Henry Woolfe Pty. Ltd.

Item 572
“Only an Ostrich...” public health flyer. Advertisement for free anti-T.B. x-rays, Bondi. Signed by A. Landa (Minister for Housing and Co-operative Societies, and Member for Bondi).

Item 573

Item 574
‘Australian Trade Unionists Condemn Ampol’. Flyer [18 December 1962].

Item 575
The Dickens Fellowship, Sydney Branch. Booklet which includes Syllabus (1953).

Item 576
‘Action NOW is necessary: No adjustments later’. Small booklet by Neil D. Cameron. Published by the Christian Workers’ Tract League, (Vancouver, Canada).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item 577</th>
<th>‘Sydney Town Hall Lecture…’ [26 April 19??]. Christian flyer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 578</td>
<td>‘Churchman fined £100 on house’. Loose newspaper clipping [194?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 580</td>
<td>‘Bookseller “gives in”’. Loose newspaper clipping with article on Mr. Frederick Charles Jones. From Daily Telegraph (9 May 1958).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 581</td>
<td>Loose newspaper clipping with articles on John O’Brien and George Moore [authors]. From Daily Telegraph (24 May 1952), pp. 11-12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 582</td>
<td>The Good Neighbour (Canberra, February 1951). No. 7. Headline reads “Assembly praises scope and vigour of migration plans…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 583</td>
<td>Branch News Circular 561 [for waterfront workers, 195?]. Published by J. Smith, printed by W. W. F., Sydney.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 588</td>
<td>‘Woman’. Extract from The Australasian Manufacturer (5 October 1956). Typescript. 1 f.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Item 592 'Horsely – An Old Fairfield Home' by Philip S. Whelan. The Sydney Mail (18 November 1931), pp. 11-12.

Item 593 ‘The Bushrangers’ by Edward Harrington. Poem. Typescript. Loose pages (pp. 60-61).

Item 594 ‘Introduction’ (on Harold Byrne) by John Lane Mullins. Typescript. Loose page.


‘Now Lindsay’s “Cousin” is set to music’. Newspaper clipping from [The Sun – Herald, 23 September 1962].

Item 596 The Dunbar. Flyers for commemorative services held 20 and 21 August 1960 (2).


Item 598 Hand drawn map of route from Penrith to Luddenham. Includes typescript schedule. 1 f.

Item 599 Loose illustrated page, first line “Sunnybrook Books printed by hanf on an Albion hand-press...” Typescript.


Item 601 The Kalendar. Vol. 11, No. 47. 14 December 1941. Typescript. 4 pp. Published by St. Clement’s Episcopal Church, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Item 602 ‘Those Were the Days’ by George A. Taylor. Newspaper clippings (2) on paper [September 1968?].

Item 603 The New South Wales Firefighter. No. 3. Produced by the Publicity Committee of the N.S.W. Fire Brigade Employees’ Union.

Item 604 Correspondence addressed to Miss Coward (10 October 1950). Includes family tree of the “Crossings”. Typescript. 2 ff.

Item 605 Correspondence from the Rev., Paul W. Alvin. Invitation to join Australian tour “in the cause of temperance” [satire]. Typescript. 1 f.

Item 607  ‘Children’s Library Pioneer’ [15 August 1952]. Newspaper clipping on the late Mr. C. H. Bertie.


Item 609  Correspondence addressed to Mr. Berckelman. Mary Martin Book Shop, Adelaide letterhead. No longer contains referenced publications. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 610  ‘The Old Farm Gate’. Poem on loose page (p. 128). Typescript with manuscript corrections.

Item 611  Correspondence addressed to Messrs. Gilmour’s Book Shop, Sydney (10 March 1952). Ditta Marc Barda letterhead.

Item 612  ‘Der Burgo Meister Presents Hisspecial Menure’. Typescript menu. 1 f.

Item 613  Correspondence addressed to Colin [Berckelman]. J. W. Earnshaw Pty. Ltd., Industrial Engineers letterhead. No longer contains referenced leaflets [on spray paint units]. Typescript. 1 f.


Item 615  Incomplete document on Henry Miller. Typescript with manuscript corrections. 2 ff (damaged).

Item 616  Hand drawn family tree [Newton nee Dight?]. Tyrrell’s Limited letterhead.

Item 617  Loose page, first line “Sacred | To the Memory of | William Yardley”. Headstone inscriptions. Manuscript. 1 f.

Item 618  Australiana greeting cards (8).


Item 620  Maori people. Photographs (15). Contains handwritten notes [some identified].

Truganini. Photograph (1) by H. H. Bailey. With handwritten note “last of the Tasmanian Aborigines”.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>Charity pamphlets and circulars [1940s-1950s] (5). Including material from Food for Britain, Australia Comforts Fund (3ff, annotated) and The Spastic Centre, Mosman (4pp).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>Bookmarks (7). Printed on cardboard [ephemeral].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>Robinson &amp; Sons, Agricultural Engineers &amp; Machinery Merchants. Advertising blotters (4) with coloured images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>Invitation to ‘Jo’s by the Sea’ (30 May 19??). ‘Bill the Oyster King Cabaret’ advertising material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>626</td>
<td>Postcards (9). Mainly of historic subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>‘Some Opinions about Kissing, Collected by David Gunston’ [satire]. 2 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629</td>
<td>Invitation card [german]. Coupon for “25 pfennig” [german].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>International reply coupon (postal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631</td>
<td>‘The Story of your Cup of Tea’. Drawn and told by T. Ritchie, Midget Books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635</td>
<td>‘William Beach, Champion Sculler of Australia’. Loose card with image.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Item 637  Pamir, sailing ship. Loose newspaper clippings (23-27 September 1957) on it sinking (7).


Box 14

Item 639  Wooden box containing negative rolls (2) and envelopes of square negatives (126).

Item 640  Wooden box containing negative rolls (22).

Item 641  Wooden box containing negative rolls (24).

Item 642  Wooden box containing negative rolls (21).

Item 643  Wooden box containing negative rolls (19).

Box 15

Item 644  Miscellaneous photographs. Including historic houses and people.

Item 645  Large wooden ‘Magnums’ box containing handwritten notes on voyages.


‘The Bookplates of Adrian Feint, On Exhibition August 15-September 14, 1930’. Pertaining to an exhibition at the Library of Congress Division of Fine Arts by the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers.

Invitation from B. J. Ball Pty. Ltd. to an exhibition of Australian bookplates, date unknown.


First International Exhibition of Bookplates Catalogue, February 27-March 2 1932, NSW Bookplate Club

‘50 Book-Plates (Ex Libris)’, 1906, designed by John Vinycomb, M.R.I.A., marked as no. 35

Fourth Annual Exhibition Catalogue, May 1928, The Book Plate Association International

Sixth Annual Exhibition Catalogue, May 1930, The Book Plate Association International

‘Billige Exlibris erster Meister’, n.d., distributed by Oskar Lenschner

**Item 647**


**Item 648**


**Box 16**

Lantern slides and film negatives.

**Box 17**

**Item 649**

Negative of woman with children.

**Item 650**


**Item 651**

Collection of loose bookplates showing nudes or sexual scenes [23], labelled ‘Erotic Bookplates’.

**Item 652**

Collection of loose bookplates and bookplate drafts from various individuals [32]

**Item 653**

Collection of loose bookplates from Colin Berckelman showing a pair of magpies and dated to 1930 [83]

**Item 654**

Collection of loose bookplates from Colin Berckelman showing a nude female figure with a wreath and dated to 1925 [34]

**Item 655**

Collection of loose bookplates from Colin Berckelman showing miscellaneous illustrations and with various dates [10]

**Item 656**

Correspondence and documentation relating to the New South Wales Bookplate Club, including notifications of meetings addressed to Colin
Berckelman, details on an international bookplate competition, and an income and expenditure statement [12]

‘Founders’ Brochure – No. 1’, 1932, by the New South Wales Bookplate Club

Item 657  Correspondence relating to various book club societies, including the Australian Ex Libris Society, the Australian Bookplate Club, and the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers [6]

Item 658  Correspondence relating to the Book Collectors’ Society of Australia [2]

Item 659  Correspondence received by Miss Blanche Milligan relating to the exchange of bookplates between individuals or the donation of bookplates to various galleries and archives, one with a loose bookplate attached [13]

Item 660  Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman relating to the exchange of bookplates between individuals, some with loose bookplates attached [17]

Item 661  Pre-printed letter from August Eigner requesting the exchange of bookplates and documentary information. Text is repeated in German, English, and French.

Pre-printed letter from Joseph Porath requesting the exchange of bookplates and documentary information. Text is repeated in English, German, and French.

Pre-printed letter from an unknown sender requesting the exchange of bookplates and documentary information. Text is repeated in Czech, French, English, and German.

Pre-printed letter from Bartomeu Sigalés requesting the exchange of bookplates and documentary information.

Card with the contact details of Manuel de Araúja Leal and handwritten annotation regarding bookplates.

Item 662  Correspondence regarding commissions for bookplates.

Note regarding the exchange of a bookplate made for the sender’s wife.

Item 663  List of numbers, some matched to names (possibly of bookplate artists).

Item 664  Flyer advertising the sale of a series of 250 bookplate files collected by Antonina Morávka.

Item 666  Printed poem advertising the purchase of Australian-made products during the Great Depression.

Item 667  Photograph of an unidentified man.

Item 668  Letter notifying Blanche Milligan of a grant of Registration of Artistic Copyright, 1912.

Item 669  Letter to Mrs C. Baines regarding income tax and unemployment relief tax, 1932.

Item 669  Letter to Colin Berckelman regarding a deposit on electricity supply.

Item 670  Newspaper clippings of articles relating to bookplates and bookplate collectors. [9]

Item 671  Newspaper clipping with advertisements from an unnamed and undated Hungarian newspaper.

Item 672  Newspaper clipping [incomplete] about Adolf Hitler.

Item 673  Australian Woman’s Mirror (April 11, 1933), with article mentioning Colin Berckelman’s magpie bookplate on p. 9.

Item 674  Scrapbook of bookplates from Japan, with Japanese script pertaining to the Japan Ex Libris Society printed on the inside cover.

Item 675  Paper clipping with crest and contact details of the bookseller Edward Stanford.

Item 676  String-bound scrapbook of newspaper clippings regarding various locations around New South Wales.

Item 677  Scrapbook entitled ‘Crime & Criminals Scrap Book One’ and labelled with ‘J. W. Heming, Belmore’. Contains newspaper clippings relating to crime, primarily from the 1950s.


Item 679  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘A’ [15].
Item 680  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘B’ [54].

Item 681  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘C’ [45].

Prize awarded to student from Claremont College for performance in French, 1922.

Item 682  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘D’ [22].

Item 683  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘E’ [28].

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman with attached loose bookplates.

Item 684  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘F’ [24].

Item 685  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘G’ [40].

Item 686  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘H’ [39].

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman with attached loose bookplates.

Prize received by Susan Harper from St Bede’s School (1952).

Item 687  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘I’ [5].

Item 688  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘J’ [14].

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman with attached loose bookplate.

Item 689  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘K’ [27].

Item 690  
Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘L’ [84].
Item 691  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘M’ [64].

Box 18
Lantern slides.

Box 19
Lantern slides.

Box 20
Item 692  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘N’ [10].

Prize awarded to Thomas Nicholson by the Waid Academy

Item 693  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘O’ [11].

Item 694  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letters ‘P’ and ‘Q’ [25].

Item 695  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘R’ [32].

Item 696  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letter ‘S’ [43].

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman with attached loose bookplate.

Item 697  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letters ‘T’, ‘U’, and ‘V’ [31].

Item 698  Collection of bookplates from individuals whose surnames begin with the letters ‘W’, ‘X’, ‘Y’, and ‘Z’ [42].

Item 699  Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Mrs Edmund Andrews with attached loose bookplates.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from V. Rutshnik with attached loose bookplates.
Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Mrs Gretta G. Rowell with attached loose bookplates.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Ainslie Hewett with attached loose bookplates.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Miss Katharine F. Ball with attached loose bookplates.

Collection of Soviet bookplates.

**Item 700**

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from C.M. with attached leaflets advertising the upcoming publication of poems by Chris Brennan.

Envelope labelled as ‘Fossil Shark Tooth; Victoria, Australia’ containing a shark’s tooth.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman with attached loose bookplates labelled with Berckelman’s name.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman regarding a bookplate designed by the Tasmanian artist Roy Cox with attached loose bookplate.

**Item 701**

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Ctibor Šťastný with attached loose Czechoslovakian and Portuguese bookplates.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Manuel A. Ortiz with attached loose Portuguese bookplates.

**Item 702**

Collection of personal bookplates from the British nobility.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Viktor Roubal with attached loose Czechoslovakian, German, and Swedish bookplates.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Captain Percy Roach Pierson with attached bookplates.

Correspondence marked with ‘Society of Australian Genealogists’ with three rough designs for bookplates and a card for Dr Maurice Laserson from the World Jewish Congress.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Miss Gertrude M. Hawley with attached loose bookplates (1930).
Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Miss Gertrude M. Hawley with attached loose bookplates (1931).

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Mrs Clara T. Evans with attached loose bookplates, primarily from the Library of Columbia University.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Déry Ernöné with attached loose bookplates from Hungary, Germany, and Portugal.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Hermann Seidl with attached loose bookplates from Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Portugal, and Romania.

**Item 703**

Collection of bookplates from the Rothschild family.

Collection of bookplates from H. F. A. Bodel.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Miss Pauline M. Parisette with attached loose bookplates.

**Item 704**

Leaflet advertising the publication of ‘In the Quest of the Perfect Bookplate: The Whenceabouts of the Collection of Clare Ryan Talbot’, 1933.


‘The Book of Artists’ Own Bookplates’, 1933, by Ruth Thomson Saunders, with two order forms for ‘In the Quest of the Perfect Bookplate’ attached.


**Item 705**

Collection of bookplates from Colin Berckelman and others.

Leaflet advertising the Australian Ex Libris Society.

**Item 706**

String-bound, coverless book of bookplate prints numbered I-XXV.

**Item 707**

Coverless, unbound pages from a book of heraldic illustrations (pp. 1-48)

‘Heraldic Error in Stamp, Experts Say’. Newspaper clipping from the Sun, 11 April 1949.

**Item 708**

Reports of the Australian Ex Libris Society, 1929, softbound [3].
Item 709  Reports of the Australian Ex Libris Society, 1923-24, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, hardbound [6].

Item 710  Collection of bookplates from Pauline Moore Lippmann and Walter W. Stone.

Item 711  Hand-printed booklet containing copies of bookplates from various individuals (1931).


Bookplate from George Bennett M.D.

Item 713  ‘Year Book of the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers’, 1923, softbound.

‘Year Book of the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers’, 1929, softbound.

‘Year Book of the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers’, 1930, softbound.

Exchange List No. 6 for the American Society of Book Plate Collectors and Designers, July 1, 1931.

Item 714  Collection of bookplates from Colin Berckelman and various other individuals.

Correspondence from Walter Merriam Pratt with attached loose bookplates.

Flyer for Tyrrell’s Fifth Annual Book Sale (1912)

‘Won Denison Prize’, newspaper clipping from the Telegraph, 3 February 1933.

Newspaper clipping from the Sphere, June 8, 1935.

Item 715  Hardbound scrapbook of bookplates from various individuals.

Item 716  ‘Bookplates by Adrian Feint’, 1928, Sydney. One of 125 copies.


Item 718  First Year Book from the American Bookplate Society, 1915.

Box 21
Item 719

‘A Bibliography of Book-Plates (Ex-Libris)’, 1892, by H. W. Fincham and James Roberts Brown

Item 720


Item 721

‘Zehn Exlibris Radierungen von Hubert Wilm’, 1909

Item 722

Exhibition catalogue for ‘The Bookplates of Adrian Feint’, August 15-September 14 1930, Library of Congress Division of Fine Arts

Collection of bookplates from various individuals illustrated by Adrian Feint [42], Gayfield Shaw [1], or unattributed (most likely illustrated by Adrian Feint) [15].

‘Book-Plates to be Exhibited’, newspaper clipping.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Aeneas J. McDonnell with attached loose bookplates.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman regarding the exchange of a bookplate illustrated by Adrian Feint and the financial management of a bookplate club.

Item 723

Leather folder.

Bookplates from Barbara Constance and Sir Reginald Pole-Carew.


Booklet promoting the publication of ‘Pictorial Book-Plates: Their Origin; And Their Use in Australia’ by P. Neville Barnett.

Printed poem titled ‘Lady Godiva’.

List of publications from the Bulletin Library.

Card with the addresses of Miss Elsie F. White and Mrs R. C. Packer.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from Andrew J. Onderdonk.

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from V. Ivy Callender.

Handwritten list of names.

Collection of bookplates from various individuals [57].
Item 724  
Posters advertising bushfire prevention on paper [16] and cloth [8].

Item 725  
Poster on cloth advertising a reward for information regarding the theft of property from the Sunny Corner Silver Mining Company.

Item 726  
Photographs from Bolton Abbey and an unknown location [2].

Item 727  
Religious cards with illustrations of St Francis and educational text.

Item 728  
Postcards from Australia [36], Cairo [6], Europe [75], Ireland [1], the United Kingdom [32], the United States of America [2], and unknown or unspecified locations [7].

Item 729  
Collection of assorted bookmarks [277].

Item 730  
Embroidery on linen by Matilda Weston, dated to May 20, 1835, approx. 10” x 11”

Item 731  
Cricket memorials printed on sink from five matches between England and Australia, 1909.

Bookmark and silk remembrances, 1914-18.

Lodge emblem for the Ancient Order of Foresters.

Woven grass banner with geometric designs.

Item 732  
Collection of assorted embroidered fabric patches [3].

Item 733  
Japanese ten centavos note.

Item 734  
Pamphlet advertising Air Transport & Touring Automobiles N.Z. Ltd. taxi service in Auckland.

Item 735  
Ardath de Luxe cigarette box.

Paper cut-outs with monogram designs.

Monogram carved in hard plastic with associated plastic off-cuts.

Flyer advertising Goddard’s Plate Powder.

Draft monogram designs on paper.

Flyer advertising the No. 25 Hook Scraper from the Hook Scraper Co.

Box 22
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>737</td>
<td>Box containing six lead refills, marked as for artists’ pencils.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>738</td>
<td>Blue Wren Books by various authors [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>739</td>
<td>Brochures for a puppetry production of the Magic Pudding at the Elizabethan Theatre, Newtown [2].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>742</td>
<td>Motor driver’s license issued by the Napier City Council to Beverley Anne Wakelin in 1955.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>745</td>
<td>Formal printed invitations to promotional and social events [3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>747</td>
<td>Semco Sewing Cards Set 1A depicting a lion, hand-stitched and coloured.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Item 749  Newspaper clippings from Australian papers, circa 1875-1890 [36].

Item 750  Information pamphlets distributed by the Australian Gas Light Company [6].


Item 752  Newspaper clippings relating to the artist Rex Whistler.

Unlabeled print of a heraldic crest, perhaps illustrated by or belonging to Rex Whistler.


Photocopy of archival envelope exterior with information regarding Jack Moses.

Item 755  Program from the Citizens’ State Concert at Sydney Town Hall, May 31, 1901.

Item 756  Waverley Camera Club meeting syllabus and advertisement for photographic print competition, 1957-1958.

Item 757  Draft designs in ink on paper for a crest or logo for Edmond de Selys Longchamps.

Item 758  Packet of De La Rue’s playing cards, made in England.

Item 759  Advertisement booklets and cards from various companies, primarily relating to purchasing and outfitting houses [7].

Item 760  Advertisement booklets from British flower suppliers [3].

Catalogue of the Chelsea Flower Show, 1956, distributed by the Royal Horticultural Society.
Item 761  
Collection of assorted newspaper clippings, primarily relating to the poet Henry Lawson or the Henry Lawson Literary Society [20]  
Handwritten note received by ‘Jack’ from sender ‘Lucy’, dated to August 7, 1949.

Item 762  

Item 763  
Portions of unidentified English newspapers dating to the 17th century [4].

Item 764  

Item 765  
Five black softbound exercise books with handwritten lists of dates, names, and demographic information such as occupations or locations. Labelled as ‘Deaths 1883-’, ‘N/VIII’, ‘Births 1931, 1895-1896’, ‘N/I’, and ‘Marriages 1883-’, respectively.

Box 23

Item 766  


Item 767  
Correspondence sent by Mount Isa Mines Limited to stockholders regarding the closure of a mine following strike action from workers.

Item 768  
Booklet from Barker Industrial Leases promoting industrial leasing, with attached documentation regarding sample lease quotations and comparisons between leasing and cash purchasing.

Item 769  

Item 770  

Item 771  

Item 772  
Item 773  ‘Literary Associations in Britain’, pamphlet by Harry Williams, published by the British Travel and Holidays Association, London.


Item 775  Shell road map of New South Wales.


Item 776  Pamphlets advertising products from various companies [3].

Order form for H. B. Selby & Co., Sydney suppliers of laboratory and scientific equipment.

Advertisement magazines for a variety of products, primarily homewares and clothing.

Item 777  Pamphlet describing Caltex House in Sydney and advertising Caltex Oil.

Item 778  ‘The Vesta Vamp’, April 1938. Magazine distributed to customers of Hunt’s Super Service Station and Vesta Batteries.

Item 779  Reference cards for various letters and manuscripts by authors whose surnames begin with the letters ‘B’ to ‘L’.


Item 781  ‘Story of Two Great Enterprises: A Capitalistic Tragedy and a Socialistic Triumph’, 1935, by Frank Cotton, printed by the Worker Print, Sydney.

Item 782  Documentation relating to the Printing and Allied Trades Employers Association of N.S.W., including letters, subscription rates, and prices of presses [7].

Guide to the Colin Berckelman boxed collection

Item 783  
‘Branch News’, Circular No. 548 (September 21, 1959); 549 (September 28, 1959), 589 (June 27, 1960), 591 (July 4, 1960), 594 (July 14, 1960), and 595 (July 18, 1960).

Item 784  
‘Outlook Information Sheet No. 2: The Middle East Crisis’, n.d.

Letter regarding an upcoming pre-election edition of ‘Outlook’ from the review’s editor, Helen G. Palmer.

Item 785  
‘Forward Please’, No. 3 (March 1960) and No. 5 (July 1960), printed by S. Barden, Malabar.

Item 786  
‘Bondi News and Views’, No. 4 (May 1960) and No. 5 (June 1960), printed by A. Ogston, Sydney.

Item 787  
‘Labor Forward’, Vol. 1., No. 8. (May 1, 1959); Vol. 1., No. 9 (June 1, 1959), Vol. 1., No. 11. (September 1, 1959); Vol. 1., No. 12. (November-December 1959); Vol. 2., No. 1. (June 6, 1960).

Item 788  

Item 789  

Item 790  


Letter from the Federated Clerks’ Union of Australia to members of the shipping section regarding altered working arrangements, dated July 18, 1960.

Item 791  

Item 792  

Item 793  

Item 794  
Pages from the Sydney Morning Herald, March 7, 1960, pp. 3-10.
Item 795  
Pages relating to the Eureka rebellion from the Tribune, December 1, 1954, pp. 5-8.

Item 796  

Item 797  

Item 798  

Item 799  

Item 800  

Item 801  

Item 802  

Item 803  
‘Democratic Socialism Exposed’, 1957, No. 3. in the Pocket Politics series.

Item 804  
Open letter from the Australian Communist Party Central Committee to Federal and State Labor Members of Parliament and Executives advocating for unity between the two parties in opposition to the Menzies Liberal government.

Item 805  

Item 806  

Item 807  
Instructions for casting a vote for the Labor party for the December 5 1959 election [2].

Item 808  
Envelope addressed to the manager of a mental hospital in Orange.
Fragments of letters with stamps or wax seal [4].

Item 809
‘The School Magazine of Literature for Our Boys & Girls’, Vol. XXVII., No. 5. (June 1, 1942) [2]); Vol. 37., No. 7. (September 1952), distributed by the New South Wales Department of Education.

Item 810

Item 811

Item 812
‘Pardon Us if our Demolition is Showing…’, flyer regarding demolition and construction work in Australia Square, Sydney.

Item 813
Handwritten note dated August 30, 1967 to Hamison Bryan, librarian at the University of Sydney, regarding the tracings of T. Pullen from Gloucestershire, England.

Item 814
Notepad with handwritten notes recording the details inscribed on gravestones.

Item 815
Handwritten letter dated January 15, 1868 and attributed to Western Massachusetts, addressed to Mrs Norton regarding the delivery of a volume of poetry from H. Bigelow.

Item 816
Letters to Mrs Jo Berckelman, including a card celebrating the purchase of a new home (1958) and a letter dated to August 12 [1964?], discussing the death of a relative with attached card advertising the conferring of degrees at the University of Sydney Faculty of Melbourne, June 5, 1963.

Item 817
Handwritten note relating to manuscript notes on a book of genealogy.

Item 818
Letter to Mrs J. Balzer with instructions to be passed on to other individuals including Mrs Berckelman recounting the sender’s residence in New York.

Item 819
Rates notice addressed to Colin Berckelman and dated to 1960.

Item 820
Book of sheet music for ‘Paling’s Army Navy and Air Force Album’.

Item 821
Promotional material and prospectuses for the publication of an assortment of books, many dealing with art or historical figures [24].
Item 822  Promotional material for the Sydney Industrial Blind Institution raising awareness for the increased cost of braille books and advertising products made by blind employees.

Item 823  Receipt of purchase of several books from H. A. Evans and Son Booksellers, Melbourne, dated to February 20, 1941.


Item 826  Results notice for the Commonwealth Jubilee Literary Competition.

Item 827  Catalogues and notices for book sales distributed by various booksellers [13].

Item 828  Flyer for Grace Stafford’s recital of Australian song and verse, August 21, 1915, at St James’ Hall, Phillip Street.


Item 830  Envelope addressed to Mr and Mrs Berckelman from the Association of Cooperative Building Societies of New South Wales.

Annual report, balance sheet, and conference agenda from the 21st annual meeting of the Association of Cooperative Building Societies of New South Wales.

Item 831  ‘Talking Points of Australia’, booklet distributed by the Australian National Travel Association to Australian citizens travelling internationally or returning to Australia.

Item 832  ‘The Bahá’í House of Worship’ booklet distributed by the National Bahá’í Office, Paddington.
Item 833  Handwritten reference cards.
          List of abbreviations utilised on reference cards.

Item 834  Flyer advertising George A. Jones printers, Sydney.

Item 835  ‘Harbour Beautiful’, pamphlet providing information on Sydney Harbour for tourists.
          Pamphlet with information, recommended destinations, and map for tourists to the Blue Mountains.
          Tourist map of the Blue Mountains sponsored by Main Garage Pty. Ltd., Katoomba.
          ‘Glory by Night’, pamphlet advertising holidays in Katoomba and Leura.

          Cards with attached stamps from the Coolgardie Cycle Express Service.


Item 838  ‘Royal Australian Historical Society Excursion to National Park and Wattamolla’, August 23, 1941, with itinerary and historical information prepared by Mrs W. L. Harvard, Mr B. T. Dowd, Mr James Jervis, and Mr C. W. Salier.

Item 839  Flyer advertising an ANZAC memorial service arranged by the Parramatta and District Historical Society, April 24 1938, at Old Government House, Parramatta.

Item 840  First prize for mapping presented by the Feoffees of the Oldswinford Hospital.

Item 841  Assortment of newspaper clippings on a variety of subjects, particularly relating to sport [7].

Item 842  Booklet advertising the Hotel Columbus in Bremen, Germany.

Item 843  ‘Neale-Rabone Bibliographical Index’, details of reference indexes on various subjects.
Item 844  Flyer advertising illustrated lectures on the history of Pitcairne and Norfolk Islands between 1766 and 1934 by Harold R. Rabone, December 11, 1934-January 10, 1935, at Rawson Hall, Norfolk Island.

Item 845  Letters and documents relating to the first Scottish colony in New Zealand.


Item 849  The Rangers’ League circular to all members, February 20, 1950, containing membership fees for the following year and an annual report.

Item 850  Unlabeled fragments of poetry, pp. xvii-xviii.


Item 852  Hardbound notebook labelled as ‘Estate of the Late C. J. Berckelman’ and listing fees and balances.


Item 854  ‘Cl: Clavdianvs Ex Optimorum Codicum Fide’, hardbound Latin manuscript with detached cover.

Box 24


Item 858  ‘The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments and Other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church’, 1825, printed by George Eyre and Andrew Strahan, London.

Item 859  Black leather wallet labelled ‘The Bank of Australasia’.

Bank statements issued by the Bank of Australasia labelled with ‘Estate Late Emily Isabel Berckleman’.

Item 860  Book of postcards and photographs from Norfolk Island, labelled with ‘Norfolk Island’ and ‘To Adam from Cam’.

Item 861  Pamphlet labelled ‘Bromide Prints’ with a list of dimensions and prices.

Item 862  Box of Kodak lantern plates containing early glass slides on Norfolk Island; prints stored separately.

Item 863  Album of photographs labelled ‘NSW’.

Item 864  Cardboard folder from Gevaert developers, Belgium.

Prints relating to Norfolk Island, including excerpts from handwritten manuscripts, maps, and photographs.

Item 865  Eastman Negative Album containing photographs from London, with handwritten note on the inside identifying locations.

Item 866  Kodak Album Classeur containing photographs from Australia and Egypt, with handwritten note on the inside identifying locations.

Item 867  Letter to L. J. Berckelman from B. V. Kenny and Company, wool, produce, and stock suppliers, with attached cheque for £44-14-6.

Item 868  Financial documentation pertaining to the Berckelman family, including tax return forms, notifications of interest received, and rate notices.

Item 869  Collection of miniature books, particularly religious texts, two kept in small boxes.

Orange plastic magnifying glass with green tassel.

Item 870  Photographic prints from Lord Howe Island [27].

Brochure advertising holidays on Lord Howe Island.
Business card for Arthur E. Crisp, Lord Howe Island Representative at a
Sydney tourist company.

Draft design and text for a brochure advertising holidays on Lord Howe
Island.

Item 871
Photographic prints depicting whaling and whaling communities,
identified as possibly originating from Pitcairn Island [7].

Item 872
Postcard addressed to Anderson, Wickham.

Assorted photographs, primarily depicting individuals or various
Australian locations [32].

Assorted photograph negatives [7].

Item 873
Security passes held by Japanese soldiers containing Japanese text and
an English message to members of the United States Armed Forces
declaring the holder’s surrender [2].

Item 874
Business and promotional cards [4].

Item 875
Assorted postcards [5].

Christmas and New Year’s cards [2].

Birthday card addressed to [Amey?] Smith.

Card or bookplate showing a female figure with the letter ‘B’ and the
quote ‘TO THINE OWN SELF BE TRUE’.

Item 876
Small photographs showing the entrance to a cave, some marked
‘Harold R. Rabone’ [72].

Unlabeled roll of film.

Box 25

Item 877
Photographs from Norfolk Island labelled 1-9, 11, 13-21, 24, 26, 28-31,
33-51, and 54-85 [77]; 3-12 and 14-15 [12]; A1-A7 and B1-B4 [14]; and
unlabeled [3].

Item 878
Correspondence between H. R. Rabone and the Pinney family on Norfolk
Island [9].

Item 879
Photographs from Norfolk Island [17].
Photograph negatives from Norfolk Island [4].

**Item 880**

Correspondence received by H. R. Rabone.

Menu provided at Hotel Wentworth, Sydney, May 26, 1934, from a dinner held by Gower Wilson promoting holidays on Lord Howe Island.

Programme for ANZAC Day Commemoration Service, 1936.

List of songs provided to guests at an unnamed evening event.

Photographs from Norfolk Island [2].

**Item 881**

Government reports on Norfolk Island, dated to 1906, 1926, 1929-30, and 1936 [4].

Handwritten and printed programmes of music and lectures, dated December 11 and 13, 1934; December 18, 1934; and January 8 and 10, 1935 [3].

Maps of Norfolk Island [3].

Schedule of Maritime Communications in the Pacific.

Excerpt from a list of naval conventions.

**Item 882**

Newspaper clipping regarding the miniature English Bijou Almanac from 1840, listed as the world’s smallest book.

**Item 883**

Miniature booklets containing small tarot cards and descriptive text in French [7].

**Item 884**

Austral Lantern Plates box containing glass negatives from Pitcairn Island.

**Item 885**

Miniature copy of ‘The Miscellany; or, Information for the Juvenile Mind, Calculated to Promote Serious Reflection’, 1823, published by William Alexander & Son, Castlegate.

**Item 886**

Postcards from Lord Howe Island, dating to the 1930s [8].

**Item 887**

Correspondence sent from 26 Latimer Road, Bellevue Hill, probably by Colin Berckelman.

Correspondence sent by Colin Berckelman to his father.
Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman from the Mitchell Library regarding his request to view ‘Recollections of R. J. Buckley, late Chief Gaoler at Norfolk Island’.

Correspondence sent by Colin Berckelman to the manager of Britannia Publishers, Calcutta, India.

Correspondence sent by L. J. Berckelman to Henry Luff of Messrs. John Wisden & Co., August 19, 1902, with attached plans for the building of a machine.

Christmas card sent by Colin and Jo Berckelman to ‘Ralph + Brenda’.

Expenses and returns labelled ‘L. Berckelman’.

**Item 888**

Collection of assorted photographs [33].

Advertisement card from Elliot and Fry Photographers, London.

Collection of assorted postcards [7].

Collection of assorted photographs [12] and an admission pass to the Sunny Corner Silver Mining Co.

Collection of photograph negatives [3].

**Item 889**

Collection of photographs from the celebration of the end of World War II at Martin Place, Sydney [16].

**Item 890**

Envelope containing a series of six cards labelled ‘Pride Hath a Fall’.

**Item 891**

Photographs [23] and clippings from film reels [8] from Lord Howe Island.

**Item 892**

Collection of assorted photographs depicting landscapes, historic buildings, and a family [the Berckelman’s?] [51].

Collection of assorted postcards [9].

Envelope from Johnsons of Hendon, London, containing red plastic printing masks [2].

Envelope addressed to Herman Melville containing photographic negatives.

**Item 893**

Collection of assorted photographs [46].
Photograph and card advertising Talma & Co., Sydney.


**Item 894**

Collection of assorted photographs [43].

Heraldic crests embossed in gold on leather [2].

Sets of four photographic copies, all labelled with ‘1/6 Per Set of 4’ [6].

**Item 895**

Album of photographic prints and newspaper clippings from Papua New Guinea, 1942-44.

**Item 896**

Collection of assorted photographs [27].

Collection of assorted photographic prints [4].

**Item 897**

Collection of paper Mark notes from Germany [16].

**Item 898**

Government documentation on Norfolk Island by H. R. Rabone.

Handwritten list of illustrations relating to Norfolk Island.

**Item 899**

Photographs depicting a gathering of people, apparently in a park [12].

**Item 900**

Collection of assorted photographs [22].

Photograph of a woman in an envelope labelled ‘Whitfield 88’.

Collection of assorted photographic negatives [5].

Green and gold ribbon, possibly a bookmark.

Card with German text, possibly an admission ticket.

**Item 901**

Correspondence received by H. R. Rabone.

Handwritten history of Pitcairn Island and accompanying list of magistrates.

Pages with handwritten notes of dates with corresponding names or events [13].

Pages with handwritten notes of dates with corresponding events or recurring holidays [8].

Handwritten calendar of notable historical events.
Handwritten and printed copies of legislation relating to Norfolk Island.

Handwritten notes from the Sydney Gazette, October 27, 1810.

**Item 902**

Collection of assorted photographs [26].

Card and photograph advertising the Crown Studios, Sydney.

Correspondence sent to H. R. Rabone from Harry Clapp, dated December 13, 1938.

Collection of assorted photographic negatives [3].

Unsigned and unaddressed Christmas and New Year’s card.

Photograph labelled ‘Rabone’.

**Item 903**

Used cheque books [3] and particulars of cheques [5].

**Item 904**

Sundry accounts related to the estate of E. I. Berckelman, primarily managed by her husband Lewis Berckelman.

**Item 905**

Handwritten note regarding the payment of a cheque.

**Item 906**

Pamphlet on a meeting of the shareholders for the Colonial Sugar Refining Company on May 6, 1936.

**Item 907**

Documentation relating to the National Trust of Australia.

**Item 908**

Documentation relating to the Rangers’ League of New South Wales.

**Item 909**

Documentation regarding to membership of various societies and clubs.

**Item 910**

Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman.

**Item 911**

Identification card for Building Wardens’ Instruction Classes issued to Colin Berckelman.

Admission pass to the Union of Co. Druitt St. Wharves issued to Colin Berckelman.

Saturday detention card received by a member of the Berckelman family on August 19, 1922.

**Item 912**

Ornate cards received by Miss Allison Maxwellion Gibb circa 1870.
Item 913  Pages from ‘Temple’s Bar with which is incorporated ‘Bentley’s Miscellany’, May 1884, regarding Marcus Clarke, pp. 95-98 and 105-110.


Item 914  ‘An Appeal for Missions’, 1960, magazine promoting Christian charity work.

Item 915  Envelope, card, and souvenir sashes [2] marking the recipient’s completion of the Sydney Harbour Bridge climb.

Item 916  Correspondence received by Colin and Jo Berckelman.

Box 26

Item 917  Collection of assorted greeting cards, including Christmas and New Year cards [19], a birthday card, a card made to be attached to a gift, and a card thanking the recipients for sympathy following the death of a family member.

Item 918  ‘Souvenir de Bruxelles: 24 Cartes-Vues Artistiques’, souvenir booklet from Brussels containing postcards with photographs of various locations.

‘Souvenir de Bruxelles: Histoire & Origine de Manneken-Pis’, booklet containing information about and illustrations of the Manneken Pis.


Excerpt from a play in German.

Obituary notice for Albrecht Haege.

Page discussing the printing of books, in German and Greek.


Card for the Mainzer Press, Mainz.

Card for the Ernst Ludwig Press, Darmstadt.

Item 920  Collection of assorted postcards with comedic illustrations and text [17].

Item 921  Collection of postcards depicting the Manneken Pis [36].
Item 922  Personal correspondence received by Colin and Jo Berckelman.

Item 923  Postcards received by Colin and Jo Berckelman [8].

Item 924  Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman, primarily concerning the sale of books and membership of the Library Association of Australia.

Item 925  Application for Grant of Medical Sustenance During Period of Treatment, filled out informally by members of the Berckelman family to advise the recipient to seek medical help for overwork.

Item 926  Correspondence received by Colin Berckelman, primarily concerning books, bookplates, artworks, and membership of relevant societies.

Item 927  Correspondence received by Colin and Jo Berckelman, primarily of a personal nature.

Item 928  Photograph and fragment of film sent to Colin Berckelman by the Public Library of New South Wales.

Item 929  Accounts and receipts received by Colin Berckelman.

Item 930  Notice of shares purchased by Lewis Berckelman.

Item 931  Annual Bonus Certificate from the Australian Mutual Provident Society sent to Colin Berckelman.

Item 932  Fanzines and ephemera relating to science fiction societies, including the Sydney Science Fiction Group, Australasian Science Fiction Society, and the Australian Science Fiction Society [6].


Ephemera relating to the Rangers’ League of New South Wales, including a receipt, invitations to meetings, and notices of appointment of honorary rangers.
Item 934  Correspondence received by various individuals, primarily concerning bookplates, books, and art.

Item 935  Correspondence received by various individuals, primarily of a personal nature.

Item 936  Letter from Sir Walter Scott to Sir Alexander Keith, dated January 26, 1826, with handwritten transcript.

Item 937  ‘Scribners’, October 1895, Vol. XVIII.


Item 940  Unlabeled booklet of newspaper clippings regarding the Australian poet Jim Grahame.


Item 942  Newspaper sample from the Moruya Examiner, 1899 for practicing note-taking distributed by the Mitchell Library, with handwritten notes on the reverse.

Item 943  ‘Notes from Ireland’, Vol. 26., No. 4. (November 1, 1917); Vol. 27., No. 1. (February 1, 1918), published by the Irish Unionist Alliance.


Item 945  ‘The Austrovert’, undated, No. 4-8.


Item 950  Photograph of a man labelled ‘Dr. Reg Ellery’.
Item 951  Deposit slip issued to Lewis Berckelman by the Bank of Australasia.

Item 952  Prospectuses for Killara Preparatory School, Killara.

Item 953  Note stationery from the North Shore Futurian Society, October 1952, Vol. 1., No. 1.

Item 954  Pamphlets advertising travel to Lord Howe Island.

Item 955  Samples of embroidery leather, marked “London Yan’.

Item 956  Drawing of a topless woman labelled ‘Papuan Belle’, attributed to Cedric Emanuel.

Item 957  Card advertising Adams’ Marble Bar, Sydney.

Item 958  Awards presented to schoolchildren [3].

Item 959  Folder for photographic prints from Kodak with price list and information on the inside.

Item 960  Menus and a buffet list from airline flights [3].

Item 961  Card printed with a poem titled ‘My Wants’, attributed to F. Lockyer and labelled ‘195-’ on the reverse.

Item 962  Pair of Australian stamps.

Large-scale stamps sold through the Lord Roberts Memorial Fund for Disabled Soldiers and Sailors.

Item 963  Flyer advertising the English, Scottish, and Australian Bank Ltd.

Item 964  Letter inviting participation in a financial scheme.

Item 965  Front page from a calendar for 1934 on cardboard backing.

Item 966  Card with a short poem and cartoon illustration of a young child, labelled ‘Joan’.

Item 967  Drivers’ license container with safety reminders and NRMA advertising.


Item 971  ‘Old New England Wall Papers: They were the Forerunners of Modern Motion Pictures’, by Mary Harold Northend and Mary Taylor Falt, in ‘Motion Picture Magazine’, 1914, pp. 57-64.

Flyer advertising the Federation of New South Wales and Queensland Film Societies, circa. 1959.

Item 972  Envelope, pamphlet, flyer, and bookmark advertising Dirty Dick’s, a London seller of wines and spirits.

Item 973  ‘Visit to Australia by an Indian Student Delegation’, pamphlet requesting donations and support for the tour.

Flyers advertising a public discussion to further relations between Australia and China, August 15, 1959, Sydney.

Item 974  ‘Designs for Australian Decimal Coins’, distributed by the Commonwealth Treasury, Canberra.

‘Learning About Decimal Currency’, educational flyer regarding Australia’s conversion to decimal currency, published by the Decimal Currency Board.

One pound note from the Producers’ Bank, Sydney.


Newspaper clipping from the Sydney Morning Herald, July 1, 1963, regarding the sale of ‘royals’ by University of New South Wales students to raise money for a scholarship for Indigenous students.


Item 977  Printed copy of a Diazine formula, advertised as building resistance to radiation.

Item 978  Printed noted on methods of washing paper.

Item 979  Notice and itinerary for the general meeting of the Women Assistants’ Association, April 27, 1960.
**Item 980**

Stamps issued by the Royal Australian Historical Society to commemorate Australia’s 150th anniversary celebrations.


Syllabus of papers to be read before the Royal Australian Historical Society in 1946.

Itinerary for the Royal Australian Historical Society’s combined excursion to Berowra Waters, March 22, 1941.

**Item 981**

Fragment of the Encyclopedia of Samoa, p. 95.

**Item 982**

Map of King Street, showing a courthouse and church.

**Item 983**

Small unlabeled photograph of a country house.

**Item 984**

‘Orient Line, Adelaide’, pamphlet describing Adelaide and advertising Orient Line Agent travel booking services with enclosed map of destinations in Adelaide.

**Item 985**

Reference cards for manuscripts relating to Norman Lindsay.

Bibliography labelled as ‘A. G. Stephens’.

**Item 986**

Newspaper and book clippings showing portraits of Rebecca Oakes, wife of Francis Oakes; Sir James Forbes, first Chief Justice of New South Wales; and John Oxley, explorer; and an image of Meehan’s Castle, Macquarie Field, New South Wales [4].

**Item 987**

Sheets of decorated tissue paper ‘napkins’ with illustrations and text relating to the British royal family, one discussing the Canadian Arch at Whitehall and the coronation of the king and queen, the other discussing the king and queen’s attendance at Thanksgiving celebrations at St. Pauls.

**Item 988**

Collection of papers and cards with autographs from various individuals.

**Item 989**

Circular distributed to members of the Association of Co-Operative Building Societies.

Pamphlet advertising the North Sydney Starr-Bowkett Building Co-Operative Society.
**Item 990**

Folder containing information on various voyages of the brig ‘Cockermouth Castle’, extracted from Lloyd’s Records, with photographs of the Lloyd’s Committee Room.

Card advertising Henry King, Photographer and Portrait Painter, Sydney.

**Item 991**

Folder containing an illustrated cartouche with a poem, with ‘C. B. Berckelman 1924’ inscribed on the bottom right, possibly a bookplate design.

**Item 992**

Pamphlet advertising the sale of ‘Historic Hobartville’, a stud farm near Richmond, New South Wales.

‘Historical Farm Sold’, newspaper clipping from the Telegraph, March 1, 1967.

**Item 993**

‘Royal Army Medical Corps Training, 1925’, distributed by the War Office, May 31, 1931.


‘Australian Army Ordnance Corps 2 M. D.’, programme of parades for 1938.

Leave passes from the Australian Imperial Force Training Camp [4].

Balance sheet and invitation to general meeting for the Australian Army Ordnance Club.


**Item 994**

Collection of assorted bookplates [6].

Receipt for payment of eleven shillings from Colin Berckelman, January 20, 1944.

Envelope addressed to Colin Berckelman.

**Item 995**

Pencil drawings on thin paper, one showing an incomplete nude figure and the other a crowned penis.

**Item 996**

Calendar for 1961 showing nude images of various women.

**Item 997**

Clippings from various newspapers, including the Sphere [1], the Sketch [1], and unidentifiable newspapers [2].
Item 998  Letter from the National Gallery of South Australia to Colin Berckelman listing the works of Norman Lindsay in their collection.

Flyer advertising an exhibition of works by Albert Namatjira in Burwood, April 17-May 2, 1959.

Invitation to the official opening of an exhibition of works by Albert Namatjira in Burwood, April 17, 1959.

‘The Orban Studio Exhibition of Paintings’, catalogue for an exhibition at David Jones’ Art Gallery, September 22-27, year unknown.

Catalogue of works exhibited at the North Shore Art Society’s fourteenth annual exhibition, May 2-14, 1960.

Item 999  Reference sheet for ‘In Vain the Christian’, work by Norman Lindsay.


Item 1001  Letter to Colin Berckelman from the Argus Bookshop regarding published works of Norman Lindsay and numerous other books.

Catalogue for and letter to Colin Berckelman from Gilbert H. Fabes, a London bookseller.

Order form for a catalogue of an exhibition of works by the watercolour artist J. J. Hilder, with attached newspaper clipping regarding the exhibition.

Item 1002  Letter to Colin Berckelman from the Macleod Gallery regarding the price of a watercolour sketch by Norman Lindsay.

Item 1003  Collection of handwritten notes, presumably written by Colin Berckelman, primarily containing information on various works of art or copied from newspapers or other articles.

Item 1004  Collection of prints, bookplates, and bookplate drafts [76].

Card from Dr Arady Kálmán with attached pre-printed note and bookplates [3].

Item 1005  Temporary currency vouchers from various cities in Germany [4].

Card with East Asian script and decoration.

Item 1006  ‘Bookplates becoming Popular’, by P. Neville Barnett for the Australian Ex Libris Society.
Pamphlet advertising the Australian Ex Libris Society.

‘První Výměnná Listina: Kroužku Českých Exlibristů’, list of the names and details of Czech bookplate collectors for exchange.

‘Adrian Feint and his Bookplates’, 1940, by John Gartner, the Hawthorn Press, Melbourne.

**Item 1007**


Letter from the Macleod Gallery to Colin Berckelman regarding the completion of a bookplate design by Norman Lindsay.

**Item 1008**

‘Disarmament is Possible!’, flyer advertising a rally for disarmament, May 15, year unknown.

Letter to members of the Mosman Peace & Friendship Society advertising a rally for disarmament, May 15, year unknown.

Papers relating to the Australian and New Zealand Congress for International Co-Operation and Disarmament, circa 1959.

Pamphlet for the Australian and New Zealand Congress for International Co-Operation and Disarmament and Festival of the Arts, November 7-14, 1959, Melbourne.

**Item 1009**

‘Standing... for Council? Know Where to Start?’, 1959, flyer advertising ‘CAMPAIGNS’, a service providing assistance for individuals standing for local government elections.

**Item 1010**


**Item 1011**

‘Nationalism... The Road to Socialism’, 1959, by Ken Kemshead, Outlook Discussion Pamphlet No. 7., Sydney.

**Item 1012**

Flyer advertising voting for Anti-Industrial Group Labor for the senate.

Analysis of ballot papers and scrutiny of preferences, date unknown.

Item 1013

‘Forward Please’, May 1960, No. 6., printed by S. Barden, Malabar.

Item 1014

‘List of Classes in the Metropolitan Area, Autumn Session’, 1947, distributed by the Workers’ Educational Association of New South Wales.

Item 1015

‘Referendum to be taken on the Proposed Law: Constitution Alteration (Rents and Prices) 1947: The Case For and Against’, booklet providing instructions for voting in a referendum and with arguments for voting ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Item 1016


Item 1017

Application made to the Industrial Commission of New South Wales regarding numerous aspects of legislation on working conditions and wages.

‘Our Target’, 1959, flyer advertising a campaign for workplace safety by the Metal Trades Federation.

Item 1018


Item 1019


Item 1020

‘Neutral Bay Presbyterian Monthly’, September 1942 (Vol. 9., No. 2.); March 1954 (Vol. 20., No. 7.); April 1954 (Vol. 20., No. 8.).

Item 1021

Flyer advertising religious addresses and music at the Sydney Town Hall, 1960.

Item 1022

Certificate providing proof of shares purchased in Wesleyan Foreign Missions, 189-.
Item 1023  ‘Jerusalem: The Coming World Capitol’, 1960, pamphlet describing the history of Jerusalem from a Christian perspective, with attached flyer advertising a booklet and speeches on Biblical prophecies.

Item 1024  Notice issued to members of the Australian Catholic Historical Society with the date and place of the society’s nineteenth annual general meeting.


   Letter to Sydney residents notifying them of a test blackout on August 17, 1941.

   ‘What to Do in an Air Raid’, issued by the National Emergency Services of New South Wales.

Item 1026  Pamphlet advertising two short courses, ‘Tropical Diseases and the Army’ and ‘Health in the Home’, to be given at Adyar Hall, Bligh Street on November 5 and 7 respectively, year unknown.


Item 1028  Papers providing details of the Australian Army Ordnance Association (New South Wales).

Item 1029  Card from the Australian Army Ordnance Corps (Militia) expressing sympathy for a family’s loss.

Item 1030  ‘Instructions for Handling and Transporting Ammunition’, issued by the captain of a staff corps.

Item 1031  ‘A. G. F. ANZAC Buffet, Hyde Park’, papers describing attractions at an ANZAC buffet.


Item 1033  Circular notifying members of the Printing and Allied Trades Employers Association of New South Wales’ annual meeting, November 24, 1959.

   ‘Rates of Wages, Graphic Arts Award, and Country Printing Award’, June 11, 1959, issued by the Printing and Allied Trades Employers Association of New South Wales.
‘Standard Hourly Cost Rates’, June 11, 1959, issued by the Printing and Allied Trades Employers’ Federation of Australia.

‘State Awards and Rates of Wages’, May 1960, issued by the Printing and Allied Trades Employers Association of New South Wales.


**Item 1034**

‘Survey of Printers’ and Manufacturing Stationers’ Stocks’, 1959, issued by the Printing and Allied Trades Employers’ Federation of Australia, with attached loose stock survey sheet.

‘Survey of Printers’ and Manufacturing Stationers’ Stocks’, 1960, issued by the Printing and Allied Trades Employers’ Federation of Australia and State Associations, with attached loose stock survey sheet, letter describing a survey of the Australian market for fine papers, and envelope for return to the Australian Sales Research Bureau.


**Item 1035**

Letter to the classification section of the Sydney Morning Herald advising that the Literary Society is looking to rent a room for meetings.

**Item 1036**

Invitation for subscriptions to the second year of the Colophon, 1931, with attached envelope and subscription sheet.

Newspaper clipping from ‘The Sphere’, September 7, 1929, describing a prospectus for the 1929 edition of the Nonesuch Press.

Booklet advertising Thomas C. Lothian, a Melbourne publisher and private printer of books.

‘By the Same Author’, page taken from an unknown book.

**Item 1037**


**Item 1038**

Pamphlet advertising the issue of 2000 preference shares in P. R. Stephensen & Co., Limited, with attached loose share application form and Stephensen’s Circular, January 26, 1934, No. 1.

**Item 1039**


**Item 1040**


**Item 1041**


‘The Shifting Heart’, flyer advertising a production of The Shifting Heart by the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust, 1958.

‘Bluebeard: A Saucy Study in Sadism’, character list and play with attached handwritten note.

Printed list of short stories and stage plays.

**Item 1042**

Ticket to the Sydney University Musical Festival, July 30, 1859.

Program for the University of Sydney Chair of Australian Literature Fund Spring Concert, September 8, 1956, Sydney Town Hall.

**Item 1043**

‘Brolga Records’, pamphlet advertising recordings of Australian poetry and music.

**Item 1044**

Card with illustrations and descriptions in various languages of Ernest Darling, an American man who adopted a ‘naturalistic’ lifestyle.

**Item 1045**

Pages from an unknown book with excerpts from and photographs of letters sent between various individuals showing their signatures (pp. 39-44).

**Item 1046**


**Item 1047**


**Item 1048**

Photograph of a letter from ‘Victoria’ to her uncle, August 16, 1826, Tunbridge Wells.

**Item 1049**

Photographs of the front pages of various books, primarily concerning European exploration and early Australia [6] and a letter from Robert Louis Stevenson [1].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item 1050</th>
<th>Photograph of a letter from Robert Louis Stevenson, September 10, 1888.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1052</td>
<td>Collection of assorted printed and handwritten notes from various newsletters, books, and other publications or speeches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1053</td>
<td>Papers relating to the Pacific Islands Society, including a circular notifying members of the next meeting and social gathering of the society, a letter notifying Colin Berckelman of his election as a member of the society, and an annual report for 1955.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1054</td>
<td>Price quotes and receipts of payment from Colin Berckelman, primarily related to house maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1057</td>
<td>Drawing of a man in pencil labelled as ‘Henry Lawson’, artist’s signature undecipherable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 27**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item 1058</th>
<th>Photographs of a woman labelled as ‘Miss J. O’Donnell’.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1059</td>
<td>Photographs of the Sydney Harbour Bridge during its construction [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1060</td>
<td>Collection of photographs from various islands, particularly Norfolk Island and Lord Howe Island [27].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1061</td>
<td>Collection of assorted photographs, primarily from Norfolk Island, France, and New Zealand, with many depicting gravestones, military locations or funerals, aircraft, and landscapes, dated to circa. 1900-1934 [58]. Glass negatives are in box [19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1062</td>
<td>Wooden box labelled ‘Sirdar Selected’ and ‘Sirdar Cabinet No. 5.’ with red and black geometric patterns containing various rolls of film, including photographs of Norfolk Island and the Sydney Botanical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gardens, with handwritten note attributing the contents to ‘Mr Rabone’; contains edited manuscripts from Tahiti and Tonga.

**Item 1063**
Wooden box labelled ‘Queen of the Orient Made of Finest Manila Leaf’ and ‘Cortado Delicioso’ containing small photographic prints of Sydney beaches, the Royal Easter Show, and city scenes, circa. 1941-2.

**Item 1064**
Wooden box labelled ‘Monopole Magnums Matured Cigars’ containing rolls of film and film attached to glass, including photographs of Centennial Park and other natural and beach locations.

**Item 1065**

**Item 1066**
Wooden box labelled with ‘Monopole Magnums’ and containing paper cards organised by date with handwritten descriptions of various historical events, circa. 1780s-1927.

**Item 1067**
Wooden box labelled with ‘Jayar De-Luxe’ containing rolls and snippets of film, some numbered or labelled with ‘J. B.’.

**Item 1068**
Red tin containing roll of film with photographs from Norfolk Island; prints done and held elsewhere.

**Box 28**

**Item 1069**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘A’.

**Item 1070**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘B’.

**Item 1071**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘C’.

**Item 1072**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘D’.

**Item 1073**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘E’.

**Item 1074**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘F’.

**Item 1075**
Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘G’, part 1.
Item 1076  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘G’, part 2.

Item 1077  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘H’, part 1.

Item 1078  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘H’, part 2.

Item 1079  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘I’ and ‘J’.

Item 1080  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘K’.

Item 1081  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘L’.

Item 1082  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘M’.

Item 1083  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘N’ and ‘O’.

Item 1084  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘P’ and ‘Q’.

Item 1085  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘R’.

Item 1086  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘S’.

Item 1087  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘T’.

Item 1088  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘U’ and ‘V’.

Item 1089  Correspondence from individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘W’ and ‘Z’.

Item 1090  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘A’.

Box 29
Item 1091 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘B’, part 1.

Item 1092 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘B’, part 2.

Item 1093 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘C’, with some miscellaneous documents.

Item 1094 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘D’.

Item 1095 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘E’.

Item 1096 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘F’.

Item 1097 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘G’.

Item 1098 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘H’.

Item 1099 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘I’ and ‘J’.

Item 1100 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘K’.

Item 1101 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘L’.

Item 1102 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘M’.

Item 1103 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘N’.

Item 1104 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘O’.

Item 1105 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘P’ and ‘Q’.

Item 1106 | Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘R’.
Item 1107  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘S’, part 1.

Item 1108  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘S’, part 2.

Item 1109  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘S’, part 3.

Item 1110  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘S’, part 4.

Item 1111  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘T’.

Item 1112  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letters ‘U’ and ‘V’.

Item 1113  Documentation relating to individuals and organisations whose names begin with the letter ‘W’.

Box 30

Item 1114  Pair of box halves resembling books on the outer edges and marked with ‘History of England Vol. 1’ and ‘History of England Vol. 2’ respectively on the spines. Exterior front covers are marked with a chessboard and the interior cavities with a backgammon board.

Item 1115  Unidentified incomplete manuscript, possibly of a novel.

Photocopy of original folder for manuscript.

Photograph of Captain Fairchild, circa 1895, London.

Box 31

Item 1116  ‘Greetings from the Heart of Sydney’, pages with poem and map of Sydney with comedic notes, attributed to the Berckelman family’s Latimer Road address.

Item 1117  Tax return form filled in by Colin Berckelman.

Item 1118  Clippings and pages from various newspapers.

Item 1120  Prospectus of share issue from P. R. Stephensen & Co. Ltd., 1933.

Item 1121  Debenture issued by the Australian Club, circa 1899.

Item 1122  Various pages from 'The Sketch, 1932-1938, with many pages including comedic images or photographs of women.

‘Supplement to the Sketch’, with photograph of Jean Harlow.


Item 1123  Statement of income account pertaining to the estates of John Harper and E. I. Berckelman, addressed to Lewis Berckelman.

Item 1124  Federal and state income tax form.

Item 1125  Unbound scrapbook of bookmarks and bookplates.

Item 1126  Album labelled as ‘Norfolk Island All’ containing photographs.

Item 1127  Posters and letters relating to the disarmament and peace movement, 1959-1960.


Payment forms for the purchase of ‘The Royal Philatelic Collection’ and ‘The Crown Jewels’ [4].


Item 1130  Albums labelled ‘Photographs of New South Wales’ [3].

Box 32

Item 1131  Unbound scrapbook containing bookplates illustrated by Adrian Feint.
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Item 1132
Blue hardbound album of newspaper clippings, primarily related to famous individuals, locations in Australia, and ships.

Box 33

Item 1133
Envelope addressed to “Genealogical Society” [1948]. Contains loose newspaper clippings (listed below).

Obituary notice [for Mr. E. Freeman]. Loose newspaper clipping, The Burrangong Argus (14 January 1865).

Obituary notice [for Mrs. G. O’Malley Clarke]. Loose newspaper clipping, The Burrangong Chronicle (1 April 1896).

Farewell dinner [for Mr. William Allan]. Loose newspaper clippings (2) from The Burrangong Argus (16 & 19 September 1874).

Item 1134

Item 1135
Sydney Cove 1792, showing Phillip’s signature. Survey engraved by A. Dulon and L. Poates.

Item 1136
Image of house and garden [subject unknown]. Photograph by Henry W. Grattan.

Item 1137

Item 1138

Item 1139
‘Castlereagh Street, East Side, near Hunter Street, in the Sixties’ [1939]. ‘Another Link with the Past’ coloured print by Albert Collins.

‘The Lands Office, about 1880’ [1931]. ‘Another Link with the Past’ coloured print by Albert Collins.

‘Old Government House, Bridge Street, Sydney, as seen from Sydney Cove (now Circular Quay)’ [1938]. ‘Another Link with the Past’ coloured print by Albert Collins.’

‘Corner of Hunter and Castlereagh Streets Sydney’ [1927]. ‘Another Link with the Past’ coloured print by Albert Collins.
'Old Hunter Street’. Plates reproduced from original watercolour by Albert Collins (2).

Item 1140  
Portraiture. Photographs of artworks (3).

Item 1141  
Abstract works. Photographs of artworks (3).

Item 1142  
Landscape works. Photographs of artworks (8).

‘The Wynne prize winner by Sam Fullbrook of Sydney’ [1964]. Photograph of artwork.

Item 1143  
Holly Farram. Photographs (6) for People Magazine [12 April 1950].

Item 1144  
St. Peter’s Church of England. Photograph with typescript caption on reverse [L. Shea, 3 April 19??].

Item 1145  
Major John Ovens. Photograph of grave (d. 7 December 1825).

Item 1146  
Early Sydney [1870s-1880s]. Photographs (13).

Item 1147  
Mock up page for “Our New Selection” by Steele Rudd [1903]. Illustrated by A. H. Davis.

Item 1148  

Item 1149  
Peace and disarmament material. Includes political flyers, circulars and publications (53).

Item 1150  

Vote Liberal images by [WAG] (1912). Political cartoons (3).

‘Vote for Bourke’ by [WAG] (1913). Political cartoons (3).

Item 1151  
Manuscript by an unknown author, possibly a diary, with sections dated between June 8, year unknown, and June 28, year unknown.

Item 1152  
Photographs of nude or partially undressed women, primarily in naturalistic settings [8].

Print of two women embracing, addressed to Colin Berckelman, Christmas 1952.
Pencil drawings of nude women, attributed to ‘V. C.’ [2].

**Item 1153**
Comedic illustration depicting nude figures, contained within a frame labelled as showing a Ravi figure from the Australian Museum.

**Item 1154**

**Item 1155**

**Item 1156**

**Item 1157**
Unlabeled red folder with bookplate from Colin Berckelman attached.

Prints, photographs of illustrations, and drawings of nude figures, primarily women, or sexual scenes [15].

Photographs of nude or partially undressed women [14].

**Box 34**

**Item 1158**
Newspaper and magazine clippings with nude photographs, primarily of women [22].

Photographs of illustrations depicting nude grotesque figures [3].

**Item 1159**
Photographs of nude or partially undressed women [29].

Prints, photographs of illustrations, and drawings of nude figures, primarily women, or sexual scenes [25].

Bookplate from Keith Wingrove depicting a nude woman.

**Item 1160**

**Item 1161**

**Item 1162**

**Item 1163**
‘Artistic Figure Studies’, 1927, published by R. A. Giesecke, Dresden.


Item 1168  Bookplate belonging to Margaret Pollard Smith attached to brown paper, labelled with ‘47’ and ‘Woodcut by Timothy Cole’.


Item 1172  ‘L’Ex-Libris’, distributed by H. Daragon, Paris, Year 1., No. 1. (January 1929); Year 1., No. 2. (1929); Year 1., No. 5. (1929); Year 1., No. 6. (1929).


Item 1174  ‘The Clue Bookplates by Adrian Feint’, softbound scrapbook produced by Adrian Feint containing various bookplates.


Item 1176  Collection of loose brown papers with attached bookplates, one with attached typed description, labelled 3, 17, 27, 33, and 87 [5].

Item 1177  Yearbook for the Australian Ex Libris Society, 1934, printed by the Beacon Press, Sydney.
Item 1178

Item 1179

Box 35

Item 1180
Wooden box labelled ‘LOLA Cigar Factory in Manila Cigarrette Factory in Sidney’.

Collection of assorted bookplates from various individuals and libraries [197].

Assorted correspondence [2], some with attached bookplates [3].

Stamp issued to commemorate the New Zealand International Exhibition in Christchurch, November 1906-April 1907.

Envelope containing a metal plate engraved with a bookplate design; associated envelope with handwritten note stating ‘To be returned to Dr Charles Badham’, the owner of the bookplate.

Item 1181

Item 1182

Item 1183

Item 1184

Item 1185
Hardbound notebook with handwritten lists of books organised by title and author.

Item 1186

Item 1187
‘Franz von Bayros Ex-Libris’, 1911, published by Dr Rud. Ludwig, Vienna; scrapbook with various bookplates.

Item 1188
Pamphlet advertising the Australian Ex Libris Society.

**Item 1189**


**Item 1190**

Scrapbook labelled ‘100 Pictorial Plates’ with various bookplates.

**Box 36**

**Item 1191**

‘Brochure Number One of the New South Wales Bookplate Club Sydney 1932’, soft cover in red paper.

**Item 1192**


**Item 1193**


**Item 1194**

Envelope addressed to Colin B. Berckelman from the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers, sent September 24, 1932.

Bulletin for the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers, July 15, 1932, No. 6.

Supplement to Bulletin No. 6. for the American Society of Bookplate Collectors and Designers.

**Item 1195**


Letter received by Colin Berckelman from Cartier Ltd regarding the design of a bookplate, dated January 23, 1930.

**Item 1196**


**Item 1197**

Assorted black-and-white prints and bookplate designs [8].

**Item 1198**


**Item 1199**

Prospectus for ‘Black Mack, the Handpress’, 1941, with enclosed bookplate.

**Item 1200**


Item 1203  Collection of loose bookplates from Colin Berckelman showing a pair of magpies and dated to 1930 [424].

Item 1204  Collection of loose bookplates from Colin Berckelman showing a library scene [138].

Pencil sketch for a bookplate for Colin Berckelman showing a library scene.

Item 1205  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a nude female figure [7].

Item 1206  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a man reading a newspaper in an outhouse [19].

Item 1207  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a pile of bookplates on a beach [33].

Item 1208  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a demonic figure [2].

Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a rooster [2].

Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a heraldic design [9].

Item 1209  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing male and female figures with a book labelled ‘Romance’ [246].

Item 1210  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a nude female figure and a satyr holding a mirror [65].

Item 1211  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a female figure standing beneath a tree [31].

Item 1212  Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a human figure carrying books across a river [35].
Item 1213  
Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a pair of nude female figures [11].

Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a nude female figure and birds [15].

Item 1214  
Collection of loose bookplates for Colin Berckelman showing a nude female figure [12].

Item 1215  
Bookplate print for Colin Berckelman showing a nude female figure with a garland.

Bookplate from Eadith Campbell Walker.

Item 1216  


Item 1217  

Item 1218  
Binding stamp samples from the University of Sydney [2].

Box 37

Item 1219  
‘The N.S.W. Bookplate Club Founders’ Brochure’, 1932, No. 1., softbound with various cover designs [10].

Item 1220  

Item 1221  
‘Harold Byrne Etched Bookplates’, limited edition copy signed by the artist.

Item 1222  
‘Snapshots’ softbound album containing various bookplates, with ‘27 Pictorial Bookplates’ handwritten on the front cover.

Item 1223  
‘The N.S.W. Bookplate Club Founders’ Brochure’, 1932, No. 1., softbound [12]

Red soft covers with printed black framing, contained within spiderweb-patterned paper, one with some paper inside [2].
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Box 38

**Item 1224**


**Item 1225**

Black hard-bound scrapbook with various bookplates.

**Item 1226**

Black hard-bound scrapbook with various bookplates from Australian artists.

**Item 1227**

Black hard-bound scrapbook with various bookplates.

Assorted newspaper pages with articles related to Jack Lindsay.

**Item 1228**

Bookplate design prints by various artists [4].

**Item 1229**

Black-and-white print showing the interior of a building.

Box 39

**Item 1230**


**Item 1231**


**Item 1232**


Green hard-bound folder containing bookplate prints, labelled ‘Franz von Bayros Ex Libris’.

Box 40

**Item 1233**

Black hard-bound scrapbook with various bookplates, numbered, labelled, dated, and measured.

**Item 1234**

Black hard-bound scrapbook with various bookplates, including some loose under the front cover.
Elephant Folio Box 1

Folio Item 1
Folder with ‘Col + Lillian 1948 + 1949’ written on the outside and handwritten calculations on the inside.

Dividends, cheques, mortgage details, and tax return forms relating to the Berckelman family.

Folio Item 2
Tax return forms and documentation for Colin Berckelman and Lillian Agnew, 1946-7, with attached loose handwritten note.

Folio Item 3
Water bills and collected rent addressed to Lewis Berckelman.

Folio Item 4
Pages from an assortment of newspapers, including the Illustrated London News [1], the Tatler [2], Woman [1], the Sphere [3], and unidentifiable newspapers [2], many depicting photographs of women.

Folio Item 5
Accounts and documentation relating to the estate of John Harper.

Last will and testament of John Harper of Mosman.

Folio Item 6
Processed bark banner with decorated abstract naturalistic designs and images of birds.

Folio Item 7
Collection of drafts, prototypes, and large copies for bookplates from Colin Berckelman [6].

Folio Item 8
Pages with clippings of photographs showing various nude figures.


Folio Item 9
Hardbound scrapbook of bookplates from various individuals, some labelled with printed inserts.

Folio Item 10
Softbound scrapbooks with various bookplates and enclosed handwritten notes, numbered 27, 84, and 120 [3].

Folio Item 11
Unbound scrapbook with assorted bookplates.
**Folio Item 12**  
Palm leaf manuscript.

---

### Restricted Box 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item R1</th>
<th>Film negative of a pornographic nature.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Item R2 | Film negatives showing nude female figures or of a pornographic nature  
[3 photographs of real individuals, 11x9; 3 photographs of illustrations, 11x8; 2 photographs of real individuals, 16x12].  
Negative strips of a pornographic nature [1 strip showing an illustration, 4 strips of individuals]. |
| Item R3 | Negative strips showing various individuals, picnic scenes, and buildings and monuments, possibly from Liverpool [4]. |
| Item R4 | Photographic prints showing nude or partially nude women, some numbered 1031-1032 and 1034-1040 [14]. |
| Item R5 | Envelope labelled ‘A.N.C. Art Studies: Beauty of the Female Form’  
Newspaper clipping showing nude female figure.  
Photographic prints showing nude female figures, primarily in beach scenes [4]. |
| Item R6 | Colourised photographic print of a nude female figure. |
| Item R8 | Collection of photographic prints showing nude figures or of a pornographic nature, many depicting Indigenous Australians [12]. |
| Item R9 | Newspaper clipping showing nude children. |